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Digital Transformation is the integration of digital technology into all business 

areas, fundamentally changing how you operate and deliver value to 

customers. The purpose of this research is to explore to what degree has IT 

solution sector companies have digitally transformed during the past few 

years. Qualitative analysis was used to analyze the literature and the empirical 

data and make the assumptions required. The results indicate that DT is a 

procedure that involves integrating technology in all business areas and 

companies in the IT Sector choose to start the procedure to become more 

efficient and able to make frequent changes in order to satisfy their market 

and keep up with competition. The main barriers found are, in company 

communication, Hierarchy Financial requirements and unclear digital 

transformation strategy. The impact of failing to digitally transform is losing 

market share due to inability to keep up with the competition. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Over the past 100 years, more and more new technologies have been introduced to the market, 

however, the pace and scale had never been bigger before, than they are now. (Berman & Bell, 

2011). People nowadays adopt new technologies faster and more eagerly than ever. (Frey, 

Osbourne, 2015). For example, it took more than 35 years so that 50 million people could get 

access to the radio, whereas in case of Facebook, it took only 8 years from 2004 to 2012, to gather 

1 billion users, roughly one seventh of the global population with new users every day being 

statistically more than half a million (Anders, 2015).  

In the 1990s, ideas about Digitalization started to evolve but “Digital transformation” in its current 

form did not come to reality until the beginning of the 21st century. Nowadays the majority of 

organizations have adopted digital tools and having a digital transformation is at the top of their 

agenda. Digital transformation undoubtedly makes them more successful in their market, offers 

better customer experience and flexibility and overall leads to the achievement of their goals.  

Adopting technologies so fast has changed people’s behavior, expectations, communication with 

others and also the type of working environment (Berman & Bell, 2011). People use their mobile 

computers to access everything, they consider their smart devices to be not just a gadget, but a 

necessity (Anders, 2015). In the USA more than 84% of the people claim that they constantly keep 

their smartphone with them (Mitek & Zogby Analytics, 2014) and by 2020 more than 25 billion 

devices are expected to be active on the market (Gartner, 2014); giving a ratio of three to four 

devices per person. 

All these changes in people’s behavior have changed the way companies think about their 

customers and their employees (Markovitch & Willmott, 2014). They employ new digital tools 

and techniques to attract new customers and utilize their employees in new ways with more results 

and further potential success (Friedrich, 2011). Corporations in all markets try to have a digital 

transformative change through either adopting existing technologies or creating custom tailored 

ones adapted to their needs (Ernst & Young, 2011). Through the internet, every person with an 

idea has easy access to the global marketplace, and can thus become an entrepreneur (Manyika, 

2015). These new companies, that leverage the improved access that digitalization brings, enter 

the market and constrict the actions of established brands. By using digital platforms that are more 
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efficient and cost-effective these innovators can gain advantage and subsequently pose a threat to 

the ones resisting to change (Goodwin, 2015). 

Companies that have been undergoing a digital transformation enjoy an increased market share 

(Daugherty, 2016) and a better customer engagement (Matt, 2015), according to consulting 

companies and surveys that have been carried out on the field (Manyika, 2015). On the other hand, 

companies that have failed to digitally transform have faced problems in their decision making, in 

their use of resources, in the implementation of their strategy based on the market demands and 

have either already witnessed a decline in their market share or will inevitably face a projected 

decline in the near future (Opitz, 2015, Berman & Bell 2011, Friedrich, 2011, Daugherty, 2016). 

The IT software solutions sector of the United Kingdom is considered one of the pioneers in this 

era of digitized systems, by having more than 85% of the companies digitized. The highest portion 

of digitalization is software solutions companies, closely followed by the finance section with 82% 

being digitally transformed (Bradshaw, 2017). Such a large percentage supports the argument that 

the majority of the market has accepted digitization (Frey &  Osborne, 2016), however, more than 

69% of these changes are only used in decision making with tools like Big Data, cost saving 

strategies, and related efficiencies; and not in business operations or customer value (Oswald &  

Kleinemeier, 2017). 

 

 

1.2. IT Solution or Application 

 

An Information technology solution or application is one or multiple software programs that are 

created and sold to a company either custom tailored for a specific company or a commercial 

application that can be used by many. These programs will serve a purpose to the company and 

become a useful tool to many daily operations (Shankararaman & Thonse, 2016). An electronic 

solution company is very similar to the IT solution one mentioned earlier with the sole difference 

that its products are hardware instead of software. They can also appear as a combination of both 

(Gupta & Deshmukh, 2016). For example, in many companies someone can find an IT data center 

or a network control room. The hardware network is connected to every device in the building, 
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from employee computers to security cameras. The cables and the actual devices are part of the 

electronic solutions and the software platform used to control that system is part of the IT solutions 

(Thonse, 2016). Most companies nowadays focus on IT solutions, however, it can also be that a 

single company offers both parts of the business. Even though the focus of this research will be on 

the IT solutions sector, electronics solutions will also be examined since; a) they coexist in the 

same industry, b) both correlate to each other, and c) at some points coexisting is inevitable 

(Shankararaman 2016). The greatest example of companies that provide both solutions is CISCO 

networking company, the leader in networks technologies but also the leader in their hardware 

devices that come along with their software applications as they do not function separately 

(Shankararaman, Kar, Gupta, Deshmukh, Thonse, 2016). 

As aforementioned, someone would expect that IT software solutions companies are the ones that 

should lead the world to the new digital era; however, surprisingly, they are also lacking in terms 

of digital transformation (Bradshaw, 2017). As stated above, 85% of IT solutions companies are 

digitally transformed to meet the demands of the market (Bradshaw, 2017). More than 69% of 

those companies have focused only on big data and analytical software tools in order to create new 

tools that will increase customer satisfaction. This strategy, of meeting the demands of the market, 

has been followed since the 1980s with only difference now being the hardware power in terms of 

technology and the scale of the market (Bradshaw, 2017). According to Matt (2015) “due to the 

nature of the IT solution sector, it would indicate that companies would be highly digitalized”, but 

as described, this is often not the case.  
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1.3 Problem Discussion 

 

According to researchers (Kane, 2015) digital transformation is considered one of the reasons 

behind the changing business environment that occurs today. The always changing nature of 

technology has always been an important factor behind organizational change and it is quite visible 

that all industries are being affected from new technologies that are being introduced (Bonnet & 

Nandan, 2011). Researchers on the field agree that Digital Transformation brings complex changes 

to the organizational structure of all companies that choose to proceed with it (Bennis, 2013, 

Bonnet & Nandan, 2011, Fitzgerald, 2013, Kohnke, 2017). A company that has adopted Digital 

Transformation enjoys the multiple benefits that come along with it: increased efficiencies, 

innovation, financial performance, competitiveness, productivity and new ways of interactions 

with one’s customers (Matt, 2015 Westerman & McAfee, 2011, Westerman, 2016). 

As aforementioned, new technologies have affected companies in all business markets, as 

companies now explore new technologies and exploit their benefits (Matt, 2015). Digital 

transformation in a company requires organizational change in the company’s structure, 

management practices and other important business factors (Matt, 2015). Thus, in order to succeed, 

companies have started to realize that they have to adapt to the new reality that is reshaping the 

market as we know it (Westerman, 2016).  

One great challenge with digital transformation, according to Westerman (2011), is the lack of 

intraorganisational communication among the departments or insufficient transparency from the 

management to the employees about the changes about to occur (Westerman, 2011). Then there is 

the employees’ incapability of learning and using the new technologies that have to be installed 

and introduced, as many companies that start digital transformation lack of infrastructure. This 

leads to another setback as new professional hardware equipment comes at a great financial cost, 

especially for big companies that have to invest into new equipment (Mithas, 2011, Paulraj, 2008). 

In addition, every time a company is attempting to make a change, there is internal resistance from 

the existing employees, who sometimes refuse to learn new skills and accept new traits in their 

business environment. This especially relates to the older employees or people in the top 

management who have influence in the hierarchy of the company (Winter, 2010). The most 

important part in digital transformation is having a clear strategy that requires thorough planning, 
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execution and support by the top management; the absence of such a strategy towards digital 

transformation is a main source of failure (Westerman & McAfee, 2011). 

Interestingly, companies that have failed to integrate new technologies have failed to keep up with 

their competitors (Matt, 2015). Subsequently, they tend to lose their market share and they stay 

behind from the companies that have successfully completed a digital transformation. This is 

especially apparent in the field of IT solutions, where companies need to always be in front of the 

rest of the industries, in terms of Digital Technologies, integrated in all the business areas of a 

company (Matt, 2015).  

Digital Transformation, is an emerging field of research and thus, needs to be further studied in 

order to determine its impact in the IT Solutions sector (Westerman, 2016). This thesis will explore 

from an organizational perspective, the level of digital transformation that companies have 

reached, and the barriers that appear when they have attempted to adopt and integrate new 

technologies to successfully compete in the market of IT solutions. It is important to note that in 

this thesis, the term Digital Transformation refers to the integration of Digital Technologies in all 

areas that result to changes in the organizational structure and operations of the company 

(Westerman & McAfee, 2011). 

 

1.4 Purpose 

 

The purpose of this research is to explore to what degree have IT solution sector companies 

digitally transformed during the past few years. All information in this study has arisen from what 

the available literature has pointed out (Matt, 2015). Since the rate of technological change in the 

past decade has been exponential and its rate has been increasing rapidly ever since, it is logical to 

suggest that there should have been some great change compared to the situation a few years ago 

(Berman & Dorrier, 2016). According to Matt (2015), even though IT Solutions sector would 

suggest that companies would have already been digitally transformed, this in reality has not been 

achieved (Matt, 2015). Also, it is important to note that this paper wants to help point out the 

causes of them failing to digitally transform, because continuation of the current situation may 

eventually lead to a decreased market share (Matt, 2015, Oswald & Kleinemeier, 2017). It is 
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measured that companies which have managed to digitize are able to gain market percentage over 

their competitors whereas the ones that fail stay behind (Manyika, 2015).  

 

1.5 Research Questions. 

 

Thus, in order to guide this thesis through an exploration of different aspects of digital 

transformation in an empirical setting, the following research questions are asked: 

1. How is digital transformation in the company and its operations perceived? 

2. What are the barriers that prevent companies from digital transformation? 

3. What are the perceived consequences of failure to digitally transform? 

 

 

1.6 Research Outline 

 

To answer the proposed research question, this thesis begins with a broad literature review of 

Digital Transformation, followed organizational change and change management methods. 

These two sections aim at breaking down or understanding the components that are required to 

answer RQ1 and have a better understanding on how companies and its operations perceive 

digital transformation and what would be required in order to pursue a change of such 

magnitude. Then, the following section of the theory describe strategy required to have a 

successful digital transformation, alongside the benefits, but also the challenged that come 

together with Digital transformation. These three sections aim to present the components 

required to answer RQ2 and help the research identify the barriers that prevent companies from 

achieving digital transformation. Then the last section of the literature review aims to identify the 

perceived consequences on companies that fail to be digitally transformed. The same outline of 

sections is followed later in the way the Empirical Data and the Data Analysis are presented. 

In the Methodology section, we explain why Qualitative Analysis is the optimum choice for the 

purposes of the research as when researching about Digital Transformation is dealing with 

people and their reactions to a wider cultural shift within their organization. Then, the 
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interviewees that participated in the research, alongside the questions chosen for the semi-

structured interview that is used to collect the Empirical Data. Then, the actions taken to address 

the Validity and Reliability of the data, the Ethical considerations and Limitations, are described. 

The Empirical Data are presented in the same outline with the Literature Review. In the Data 

Analysis section an analysis of the empirical data, based on the data taken from the literature 

review, is carried out in order to answer the three research questions posed. Finally in the 

Conclusions and Recommendations for further research section the results of the Research are 

presented alongside recommendation on which aspects mentioned in the research can be 

addressed more in the future.  
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2. Literature Review    
 

Before diving deeper into the industrial context of Digital Transformation, it is important to 

understand the challenges in transforming an organization, and how the process works. Hence 

this literature review begins with a discussion on the literature of change management and is 

followed by a closer look at digital transformation strategy. 

2.1 Defining Digital Transformation 

 

In the previous section there has been a brief examination of why a company should be digitally 

transformed but it has also been imperative to understand what is meant by “digital 

transformation”. Many researchers have defined Digital Transformation in several ways but 

according to Lee Congdon, CIO of Red Hat Linux corporations, (2015): 

“Digital transformation is the integration of digital technology into all areas of a business, 

fundamentally changing how you operate and deliver value to customers.” 

Since digital transformation has a different meaning in various businesses and even companies in 

the same business having a unified definition is something difficult to make (Westerman, 2011). 

However, we can define digital transformation of a company as the integration of digital 

technologies into all different areas of business (organization, production, etc) which can result in 

fundamental changes to how the companies operate and how they deliver value to their customers.  

Also, it requires the acceptance by the company’s employees that frequent change in the operations 

and responsibilities of employees are mandatory (Westeman & McAfee, 2014). As soon as a 

company has been digitally transformed or has set the bases to adopt new technologies frequently, 

depending on the market requirements, it inevitably has to be prepared for failure as the transitional 

period brings many challenges for all organizations that attempt it but also benefits to the ones that 

succeed (Westerman, 2013). 

For companies in the IT solutions sector, such a move is imperative as they need to frequently be 

in front of the market as they are the ones to introduce new technological advances to the rest of 

the industries (Kaplan, 2010). Such a move requires from the organization to continually challenge 

its own status in the market and to accept radical changes (Kaplan, 2010). Something, which will 

help them but also bring challenges and risks, towards their market are their competitors who might 
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affect their market position (Kaplan, 2010). According to many experts on the field and the 

available statistical information, digital transformation is imperative for companies of all sizes, 

from the small-time business with ten people to the multinational corporations with thousands of 

employees (Westerman, 2011).  

 

2.2 Organizational Change 

 

“Change management is the discipline that guides how we prepare, equip and support individuals 

to successfully adopt change in order to drive organizational success and outcomes” (Armenakis, 

2007). 

Inside a company there are several components that work together to achieve a certain goal, those 

components can be: job roles, workflows, reporting structures, behaviors and even their identity 

within the organization (Armenakis, 2007). In order to initiate a successful organizational change, 

the company’s leader needs to make an assessment of readiness (Armenakis, 2007). According to 

Armenakis (2007) readiness to change is one of the most important factors for employees’ initial 

support towards organizational change. An assessment of such a sort is intended to determine just 

how ready the employees and the company are in order to adapt to organizational changes 

(Armenakis, 2007). This assessment can help identify the gaps that might exist between the goals 

and expectations set by the leaders towards change and those that exist to other members of the 

company (Armenakis, 2007). If those gaps are not to be filled before the initiation of organizational 

change tasks “then resistance will be expected and the change implementations will be threatened” 

(Armenakis, 2007).  In other words change management is the approach towards changes made in 

a company to be able to transform for new projects and initiatives that are required by the ever-

changing market (Murthy, 2007). 

When a change of big magnitude happens in a company, the most familiar approach used in Digital 

Transformation is transformational change management (Kotter, 2012). This refers to all the 

alterations a company is asked to proceed with for the sake of new strategies and technological 

implementations that are going to be adopted by the company (Schmidt, 2014). In Kotter’s theory 

of change, the leaders of the company follow an 8-step model that begins with creating urgency to 
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the stakeholders of the company and why the change has to be made (Kotter, 1996). Following, 

the person in charge of the change has to build a guiding team around him with people that share 

the same willingness and ambition towards change (Kotter, 1996). The third step involves the 

creation of a change in the vision of the company, which is the desired future state of the company 

(Feniser & Sadeh & Lungu, 2017), and later comes the creation of a strategy towards change that 

he will create with the help of the guiding team around him (Kotter, 1996). During that process, 

the leaders convey the vision and the strategy to the rest of the employees and as a 5th step the 

leader empowers “Broad Based Action”, meaning that he is responsible for the eradication of any 

resistance actions towards change (Kotter, 1996). To be more specific, resistance to change comes 

often from managers or employees who have concerns that are left unaddressed towards the 

coming changes. These employees need to recognize that the changes are for the benefit of the 

company and their co-workers, and that the senior management is adamant on those changes. With 

this step they make sure all employees are on the same page. Employee resistance is one of the 

main challenges of digital transformation and it can prove critical in any organizational change to 

be initiated (Kotter, 1996). 

 The 6th step is relevant to the nature of digital transformation (Westerman, 2011) as it requires 

setting sub-goals related to the more long-term goal of transformation, up until the change occurs 

(Kotter, 1996). As soon as the short-term goals of the company are satisfied, the leader continues 

gradually to make more changes towards the desired new state. Once the new changes are enforced 

from the success of the accomplished goals, he integrates the changes made to the culture of the 

company, to ensure entire company acceptance (Kotter, 1996).  

Armenakis’s assessment of readiness model is quite different to the model that Kotter proposes in 

terms of structure, but they both emphasize on necessary actions required to make a change in the 

company and eliminate the resistance (Armenakis, 2007, Kotter, 1996). Kotter’s model of change 

proposes a gradual step by step change model, from the top of the hierarchy and down (Kotter, 

1996). On the other hand, in Armenakis’s model, there is an assessment created, with qualitative 

and quantitative measures, as questionnaires and interviews in order to assess the state of the 

employees and the company before initiating the change actions (Armenakis, 2007). They are 

similar in the empowering actions and the communication of change and they both require setting 

up a base that will provide for changes to be established (Kotter, 1996, Armenakis, 2007). To sum 
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up, the main difference in the models is that in Kotter’s model there is a gradual step by step 

change, whereas in Armenakis model there is an assessment, the changes are made to bring the 

company in a state of readiness, then change is initiated (Kotter, 1996, Armenakis, 2007).  

In order to make a successful Digital transformation in a company, there should be a change 

management approach that is most important when a company is implementing changes that have 

to do with technological resources and affect the business processes and organizational structure 

(Murthy, 2007). This approach can help minimize the costs, the risks and optimize the chances for 

success (Murthy, 2007).   

 

 

Figure 1: Transformational Change Management (Murthy, 2007) 

 

As it is shown in Figure 1, the strategy a company follows to achieve its goals shall be influenced 

and trasformed in order to be able to satisfy the demands of the market (Murthy, 2007). This is 

something that the shareholders, the upper management, essestinally the leaders of the company 

have to understand, accept and make sure to pass through to the rest of the employees (Kotter, 

2012). This is a very important part that has to be considered during the design of the change 

management approach, as the structure of the company might require a change (Kotter, 2012). A 

change that will affect the existing hierarchies in a company and also a change that will affect 
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majorly the employees (Kotter, 2012). Next, the employees of the company will be affected due 

to internal push back from fear and lack of confidence that they can absorb learn new skills and 

practices (Schmidt, 2014). They have to change their work traits because the culture, essentially 

the working environment of the company, will change (Schmidt, 2014). Furthermore, these actions 

can be costly, and thus a good change management plan is very important as is can help minimize 

the risks and save costs to the company attempting it (Armenakis, 2007).   

In summary, change management is an approach that makes sure that the changes that will be 

conducted within an organization are to be applied properly and maintained correctly (Murthy, 

2007). To make radical changes in a company, and most importantly to the employees, can prove 

quite difficult and risky (Murthy, 2007); for that reason, a proper change management strategy is 

required (Feniser & Sadeh & Lungu, 2017). The relationship between organizational change and 

strategy is mandatory, as a strategy is required in order to make the changes that the company 

wants to conduct (Murthy, 2007). Having a proper change management strategy helps the company 

by providing directions and purpose to all the activities required for the change (Kotter, 1996). 

This happens by design, and outlines all the special characteristics of the change, pointing to all 

the risks, potential employee pushbacks, and finally how to implement the plan with the desired 

changes successfully (Kotter, 1997).  

For a company to find the proper solution for the desired digital transformation, a unique change 

management strategy is required that is designed specifically for the needs of the market and vision 

the company has set or is transforming, in order to satisfy the demands of the market (Kotter, 

1997). 

 

 

2.3 Digital Transformation Strategy 

 

Common organizational approaches towards digital transformation strategies are no longer 

efficient as digital technologies are constantly evolving and have started to include, among other 

things, The Internet of Things, robotics and artificial intelligence, which has lead companies 

around the world to find faster ways to react to and deal with a certain digital disruption that occurs 
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in the market (Westerman, 2011). In other words, companies find ways to fulfill their customers’ 

need by introducing new services to their portfolio or even shifting the whole company towards 

another direction in the market. This subsequently means that the vision of the company, the 

desired future state or simply where the company wants to go, is also changing. It is important 

therefore, to understand that the vision of a company is related to the Strategy and Organizational 

change (Feniser & Sadeh & Lungu, 2017). As soon as the company requires to have an 

organizational change, in this case Digital Transformation, then the vision of the company changes 

too, as the existing state of the company serves a direction towards another goal (Kotter, 1997). 

Again, this is showcased by the change management strategy that the company will create and 

contains the actions that are to be taken in order to achieve that goal, and reach that future desired 

state. 

This results in that Digital transformation is not only delivering a new way of service to the 

customers, but about the departments and the whole organizational structure of the company also 

changing (Westerman, 2011). One of the main reasons why this is beneficial to change, is the fact 

that the company can become more cost effective by using cloud services or other platforms 

instead of the traditional office work, for communications and project management purposes. This 

means organizations become leaner by having less people responsible for more tasks and 

simultaneously more versatile, so it can satisfy the demands of more customers in the market. For 

a company to achieve this, it might require a certain change in its own employees’ culture, which 

is imperative for any company’s success (Ross & Weill & Robertson 2006). Cultural change 

therefore, is an important aspect of change transformation and must be considered in the strategy. 

The first step to creating a strategy, is constant communication from the top management to the 

rest of the hierarchy. This is a critical factor to the implementation of the strategy and there should 

be a clear understanding that the CEO should be the one to start the transformation (Bonnet, 

Nandan, 2011). He should be the one that will serve as a role model to the rest of the company as 

it is evident that there is a difference from the employees who are willing, and the ones that are 

forced to accept changes in their everyday activities (Kotter, 2014). Having constant conversation 

and meeting of the executives to front-line management and low-tier employees would help 

communicate change and get feedback on what the company really needs (Kotter, 2014). This 

way, everybody will be on the same page. Companies should create activities that will help them 
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introduce new tools and the employees will integrate them faster in their daily tasks. It is important 

that high level management not to pushback this move but to be advocates for such a strategy since 

and demonstrate a movement for such a change (Bonnet & Nandan & 2011). This way, the 

company will have all employees informed and everyone involved with the changes that are to be 

made in case change is to be introduced (Kotter, 2014). 

Once there is clear transparency towards the strategy on digital transformation, then employees 

should understand that the fact that the company is able to constantly change is not something 

negative. Thus, in order to be effective in the market, versatility and acceptation of failure are 

necessary as part of the process (Tamm, 2011). In addition, the strategies need to be short term, as 

yearlong strategies and planning processes are no longer effective (Tamm, 2011). While digitally 

maturing, companies need to accept that learning step by step and continuously evolving, should 

be the norm and not the case (Westerman & McAfee, 2011). Also, risk is another factor that has 

to be considered, risk-taking companies are the ones that are going to act faster than their peers, as 

they have already embraced the fact that failure is many times coming before success (Matt, 2015). 

By taking risks companies are able to identify and find new ways of creating value for their 

customers and subsequently for the company itself, values that would not be there if not accepting 

change (Kane, 2017). 

Next the company needs to identify what product or service delivery will be the one to digitize. 

This way an IT solutions company can create something called Digital disruption, which is a very 

important factor when talking about losing ground to newer entries in the market or newly 

transformed companies (Bughin & Jacques, 2017). A definition for digital disruption can be: 

“Understanding how technology is transforming industries and how leaders and organizations can 

respond” (Westeman, 2017). However, it is also more than that, when referring to a disruptive 

technological innovation, that means that a new innovation in an existing market, offers a new way 

of delivering a service that ends up either creating a new market or disrupts the existing one by 

displacing leading companies in the market (Westerman, 2011). One great example is Uber, that 

offers driver car services but not in a traditional way, such as a Taxi. They use personal private 

cars of individuals as a paid car share service. This leads Uber to be the biggest “Taxi” driver 

company in the world without even owning a single car (Westeman, 2017), similarly to how 
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Amazon became the biggest retailer in the world without owning any physical shop for many years 

(Matt, 2015). 

To be more specific, as aforementioned digital disruption is a great reason for companies to act 

fast and digitally transform, as competitors might act before them and gain a significant advantage 

in the market (Kane, 2017). This is a challenge by itself as being able to reinvent your business or 

the whole company is very difficult (Kane, 2017) but if done properly then the company will have 

a new way to address the customers’ needs effectively. In this part of digital strategy, speed is the 

key as digital speed is many times faster than the traditional business and the fastest to adapt will 

have the advantage to become the leader (Ross, 2018). 

The following section will now look specifically at the context of digital transformation and 

explore more deeply how and why this process is becoming a priority for organizational change. 

 

 

2.4 Organizational benefits of digital transformation 

 

There are several ways that an IT solutions company can benefit from DT, but according to Hirt 

and Willmott (2014), a proper digital transformation in a company can bring huge opportunities, 

sometimes together with challenges, but nonetheless opportunities that can prove very beneficial. 

Furthermore, being digitally transformed can determine if a company will gain or lose value in 

their market (Hirt & Willmott, 2014). Even though not all companies need to be digitally 

transformed now, most of the companies worldwide that don’t want to lose significant 

opportunities in the present and the future, need to become digitally transformed (Hirt & Willmott, 

2014). Some of the opportunities include improved customer experience and engagement, 

improved decision-making (due to the use of big data and analytics tools), improved innovation in 

the R&D department, better automated business processes and most importantly better 

communication and collaboration between the employees of the company, suppliers and other 

business factors (Hirt & Willmott, 2014). 

According to Westerman (2013), the main reason for a company to pursue any investment is how 

profitable it can be. It is evident that pursuing a change of a big magnitude in a company, like 
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digital transformation, can be very costly (Westerman, 2013). For example, companies like Lloyds 

that are huge multinational corporations are about to invest more than three billion UK pounds in 

their third phase of digital transformation that is expected to achieve a digitization level of 

approximately 89% in total (Flinders, 2018). According to the Center for digital business in the 

MIT (Massachusets Institute of Technology) businesses that are digitally transformed are up to 

26% more profitable than their industry competitors and their business valuation is up to 12% 

higher (Westerman, 2013). For some companies the best value they can gain from digital 

transformation is how agile and prone to change they can become (Aziz & Obitz, 2007). They can 

be more responsive to the market demands; thus when they are able to harness new digital 

technologies, they can grow, become more efficient and able satisfy the changing market demand 

better (Aziz & Obitz, 2007).  

Other important benefits of digitalization are elevating customer satisfaction and gaining better 

customer value (Aziz & Obitz, 2007). This can be achieved through either developing new 

technologies or by simply using current innovations, such as online shopping and controlling home 

appliances from distance through the internet. Companies that stay behind in technological features 

impede employees’ creativity and prevent customers from choosing to invest in them as they do 

not want to waste time before actually making profit out of them (Winter, 2010). 

 

2.5 Challenges of Digital Transformation 

 

There are several factors that hinder the digital transformation. To begin with, communication 

between the departments of the company has been a challenge that needs to be addressed through 

proper use of IT infrastructure, which can have a strong positive impact on the productivity 

(Teubner 2013). Improving the efficiency of information transaction can help the company to 

achieve its goals and gain a competitive advantage (Obrien & McCall, 2013).  

Furthermore, proper use of IT infrastructure for better efficiency in company communication can 

improve organizational productivity, boost innovation, and improve quality of service (Mithas 

2011, Paulraj, 2008). Moreover, it is the insufficient understanding of importance (Mithas, 2011). 

More than 80% of the companies in the IT solutions sector in the UK, are in the phase of adapting 

this new digital transformation, but only 17% of them have a digital strategy set in place for how 
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they are going to achieve company goals in this new professional world order (Thorne, 2017). One 

of the main reasons behind this problem is the lack of experts in the field to provide guidance the 

rest of the personnel through the phases of change and finally to help them adapt to the digital soft 

ware’s (Thorne, 2017).  

This requires taking into consideration all the financial requirements as well as the timeline of such 

a change, since IT infrastructure is very expensive. If the company is new, it can build everything 

from the start and gradually upgrade when it is deemed necessary, but for companies like Lloyds 

with tenths of thousands of employees it is a more complex matter (Westerman, 2011).  Lloyds is 

planning to spend 3 billion UK pounds in 2018 as its third phase of digital transformation which 

will result in a percentage of 89% to be digitized (Flinders, 2018). This is an amount of money that 

requires a lot of planning in terms of financial and time planning as the organizational structure of 

the company will change and the daily operations of thousand individuals will change alongside 

their responsibilities at their job positions (Thorne, 2017). Without the proper planning a move of 

such magnitude or even smaller magnitude moves from smaller companies will never be 

implemented without the proper strategy and planning up ahead (Westerman, 2011).  

And let’s not forget the internal acceptance. It has been evident in the past and even in the present, 

one of the greatest challenges that digital transformation face is the hierarchies and the existing 

organizational structures of most of the companies that bring an inner pushback to these 

technological innovations (Winter, 2010). Internal pushover towards change is integral for the 

success or failure of such initiative (Weber & Tarba 2014). Employees, and even management, 

can refuse to adapt to new techniques and practices, something that can prove a catastrophe for the 

company as not accepting change in the long or even short run as markets change and expand fast- 

can lead to serious market share loss and eventually failure (Seidl, Whittington, 2014). This can 

be explained as “The culture of a company is the personality of the company” and it defines some 

very important elements of the company (Hoogervorst 2004). The work environment is how the 

employees work in accordance with the company’s values, ethics and expectations. If the 

organizational structure has to be digitally transformed and changed, then the culture of the 

company has to change too. The importance of the organizational culture evolves from the fact 

that it is one of the governing factors that greatly influence how satisfied and happy the employees 

are in their work environment and the happier the employees the more efficient they are in their 
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work (Westerman, 2011). When considering a radical change such as a digital transformation, it 

is necessary to take into consideration the culture of the company as it can be a decisive factor, on 

whether the employees are going to accept the changes, or if they are going to push back to any of 

them (Hoogervorst, 2004). 

Furthermore, the company needs to consider that employees are not the same (Westerman, 2011). 

Statistically, in middle management employees’ ages range from 35 to 45 years old with usually 

over 10 years of experience (Westerman, 2013). These individuals have adopted traits that are 

difficult to eliminate as they have spent the better part of the one or two decades working in 

traditional business environments that have very little to no similarities to the modern digital ones 

that are to be introduced (Westerman, 2013). In this case the company has to either educate them 

which can prove difficult or in the worst-case scenario replace them with younger or with better 

specific skilled employees that suit the new roles and responsibilities of each job position 

(Hoogervorst 2004). This move is usually the deciding factor on whether digital transformation of 

a company will end up being a success or failure (Abolhassan, 2017). Finally, the change in culture 

starts from the top, meaning that the upper level management or the group of stakeholders that are 

responsible for decisions of such magnitude will accept the change and realize when it is time to 

start the transformation. Then there are the ones that should accept it, make the required decisions 

and pass them down to the rest for the rest of the hierarchy to adopt it and benefit from the new 

opportunities that will present in the future (Westerman, 2011, Abolhassan, 2017). After 

examining what might stand as an obstacle against the process of digital transformation, it is quite 

visible that in this case transformation/change is a procedure that needs to be followed step by step 

carefully. 

 

 

2.6 The impact of failing to digitally transform  

 

In 2011 the new wave of modern digital transformation began, where companies like General 

Electric, a huge international IT electronics and software solutions company, attempted to digitally 

transform their products and services (Westerman, 2018). They invested heavily in installing 

electric sensors to all their hardware products, built a new centralized system to connect all services 
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internationally and decided to change their business models according to their new digital 

transformation strategy. With the new changes, performance indicators in GE started to show 

improvement, and the transformation was about to be recognized as successful (Davenport, 2018). 

The problems started a few years later, by the end of 2013 to 2014, However, by the end of 2013 

and beginning of 2014, the company realized that their investment in digital technologies was not 

making any progress, and revenues were still similar to before the change (Westerman, 2018). 

Even though they invested in improving the performance of the company, it was quite visible that 

performance issues within company became more severe than before. Inner pushback from upper 

level management was enough to cause trouble as the investments according to the shareholders 

and high-level executives did not pay back fast enough to cover the financial gap that was created 

in the company (Davenport, 2018). This resulted to the CEO of the Company, Jeff Immelt to be 

removed from his position and the company’s IT Division to lose their market advantage over their 

competitors who were making similar changes but not as significant; GE was market leader before 

even attempting to digitally transform (Westerman, 2018). 

GE is not the only example of a failing digital attempt, more than 169 IT solution companies have 

been recorded as defunct in the USA and the UK from 1998 to 2010 (Shaughnessy, 2018). 

Companies like NOVELL, which was built in 1979 and made its CEO Eric Schmidt a multi 

billionaire, started to decline after 2010 as they were no longer able to find customers in the market, 

and became eventually defunct in 2014 (Shaughnessy, 2018). Other prime examples are 

GENICOM and PLX Technology, even subdivisions of big multinational companies, like IBM 

Informix which also ended up defunct by 2016 (Shaughnessy, 2018). In general, a global survey 

on 650 IT solutions companies revealed that 4 out of 5 companies that attempted to digitally 

transform and failed will start seeing a negative decline in their revenue over the course of the next 

12 months (Westerman, 2018). To sum up, these companies spent millions into transforming their 

infrastructure and organizational structures, developing new and more efficient products and still 

failed to create a proper strategy, ending up becoming victims to challenges that were not dealt 

with properly. Digital transformation is not just introducing technology, but it is a procedure that 

requires a transformation of the whole organisation and its culture (Matt, 2015, Murthy, 2007, 

Armenakis, 2007).  
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In the IT solutions market, something that started as a radical change more than 15 years ago, has 

also proven to be a market value destroyer (Matt, 2015). Even large companies like GE that made 

unsuccessful changes, finally managed to find their proper course and created value later 

(Westerman, 2018). However, the smaller companies, who were in the market successfully for 

decades, like NOVELL, did not manage to survive and they either got sold or integrated to other 

major corporations or they filed for bankruptcy (Manyika, 2015). This proves that even though the 

nature of the IT solutions sector demands strategically fast moves, sometimes making slower and 

steadier changes might prove wiser to avoid failing in digitization and failing overall at the end 

(Manyika, 2015). 
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3. Methodology 
 

The purpose of the research is to contribute to the already existing knowledge on a specific field 

(Merriam, 2009. As mentioned before in the research questions, the motivation for conducting this 

research has two aspects. The first is to investigate the reasons behind the fact that most of the 

companies in the IT solutions sector do not have a digital transformation strategy, even though the 

nature of their sector would suggest that they would have already been digitally transformed (Matt, 

2015). How did this occur and what are the barriers that can prevent digital transformation? A 

second motivation is to understand how transformation failure can lead to market failure, and 

to identify and correct these causes (Matt, 2015). 

 

3.1 Qualitative research. 

 

“Qualitative research can help researchers access the thoughts and feelings of research participants, 

which can enable development of an understanding of the meaning that people ascribe to their 

experiences” (Austin & Sutton, 2014). 

In order to try answer the three questions that the researcher has posed for this research paper, the 

most effective approach is qualitative analysis. When discussing digital transformation, you are 

dealing with people and their reactions to a wider cultural shift within their organization. Every 

time organizational change of such magnitude happens, it will be a different experience based on 

the people that the change has an effect on. Hence, you cannot use quantitative methods to really 

understand what the cultural barriers are because they are intangible; you cannot see them without 

talking to people and gaining their personal insight on the matter (Merriam, 2009). 

Merriam (2009) mentioned that in order to describe qualitative analysis, four characteristics were 

chosen that the researcher believes would suit in his research paper the best. The first of these 

characteristics is the fact that the qualitative research is meant to focus on the uniqueness of each 

situation where it is impossible to point the actions and phenomena from their context (Merriam, 

2009). Therefore, doing a change transformation is unique in every organization because it must be 

tailored according to the new vision of the company and also to be designed based on the existing 

state of the company (Armenakis, 2007). In quantitative analysis there are variables that alter the 
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results of the answers, whereas in qualitative analysis all the information is collected as a unique 

scenario (Merriam, 2009). Then the researcher should address his own bias, as it is going to be 

further described in the methodology. The researcher has a subjective view on what he believes the 

answers of his interviewees describe to him. Even though qualitative analysis can have a researcher 

bias that might render the results invalid, it is still believed that this is best way to conduct this 

specific research as the unique opinions of individuals that will help the researcher get answers for 

the questions will be looked into instead of a quantity of short themed answers that suit better to the 

interviewee (Austin & Sutton, 2014). Another characteristic of the research is that the reasoning 

will be inductive as how using this way of reasoning the researcher can make logical assumptions 

from the points that the answers will present (Merriam, 2009). Since the purpose of this research is 

to explore to what degree IT solution sector companies have digitally transformed during the past 

few years, with inductive reasoning we can make more broad generalizations about the state of 

digital transformation in the IT solutions sector. The conclusion will be drawn from the empirical 

data collected and information that the available literature has pointed out. The final characteristic 

of this research will be the fact that due to the nature of qualitative analysis, the results will be closer 

to descriptive assumptions on what are the problems that need to be solved or what the causes might 

be (Austin & Sutton, 2014) and this is something that would be desirable from the researcher’s 

point of view, as the aim of the study is to portray at what degree the companies perceive their 

digital transformation process. Findings such as these can be difficult to achieve with quantitative 

measures, as access to information about the change process and strategies of the companies is 

required. As afore mentioned, these processes are difficult to measure with quantitative analysis, 

hence organizational change in digital transformation is unique and must also be tailored according 

to the vision of the company (Armenakis, 2007). Such unique variables, like the existing culture of 

the company and the newly created vision, are intangible, and therefore cannot be meaningfully 

measured through quantitative means. They must be understood based on the existing state of the 

company, thus, in order to understand this process, qualitative analysis is chosen for this research 

(Merriam, 2009). 

 

 

3.2 Population and Sampling  
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In order to gather the empirical data, this thesis represents 12 interviews from 3 different IT 

solutions companies, all part of the IT software solutions sector of the United Kingdom. They 

represent the departments of IT Development, Finance, Operations Management and IT Network 

Management. Gathering the data will be conducted on members of teams or project managers that 

work in the aforementioned departments but have to coordinate or communicate on a daily basis 

with members of other departments. For example, a financial manager that located a problem in 

the spreadsheets of a company, has to point the problem to the IT Network Analyst that has to 

locate the problem in terms of programming language code and then finally address an IT 

developer that will fix the problem. This example is one that represents several departments that 

work cross functionally. They all provide services and also create products for other companies 

that work in several fields in the UK, but the most prominent ones are financial transactions. The 

reason why these people were chosen is because, according to the researcher, they best represent 

the path of how new technology is being formulated to how it is integrated and then used by other 

departments of companies. IT developers are the ones that are responsible for creating new 

software, while IT network engineers are the ones responsible to integrate it in all terminal of the 

company or separately depending on each division and finally operations and finance departments 

represent how new technology passes through to the employees and how they receive it and use it. 

All, the interviewees are asked the same questions since it is desired to receive answers from all 

points of view in the company and formulate all empirical data assumptions. 

 

The data is divided per company that they work for. The participants included are divided per 

company and will be further separated according to the department that they work for in the 

company. The four departments will be IT Development, Operations management, Financial 

Management and IT Network Management. As shown in Table. 1 the sample of interviewees have 

an average working experience of around 5 years. With interviewees of UK-A being the most 

experienced with an average of more than 6 years, interviewees of UK-K come second with more 

than 5 years of experience and the interviewees of UK-C having an average experience of 4 years. 

The departments that have the most experience include the financial department with more than 6 

years, then the IT development together with operations management at over 5 years, and the IT 

network management with more than 4 years. The sample of people interviewed for the research, 
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fits to the purpose of the interview, as there is not a huge difference in years of experience and all 

interviewees have adequate company experience to participate to provide acceptable answers. 

The interviews will be conducted through Skype as the interviewees are located in different places 

across the UK so meeting all of them would be difficult. The collection of Data will be similar to 

the face to face data collection ,as with Skype, formally-videoconferencing, you get to have the 

same face-to-face interaction as you would in a real-life scenario, as the researcher can view the 

interviewee through the camera (Roulston, 2016). 

Table 1. Interviewee sample 

Companies/ 

Departments 

UK-K 

Electronics/ 

Years of 

experience 

UK-A 

Electronics/ 

Years of exp. 

UK-C IT 

solutions/ 

Years of exp. 

IT 

Development 

5+3 years, total 

of 8 

6 years 3 years 

Operations 

Management 

4 years 8 years 3 years 

Financial 

Management 

4 years 9 years 6 years 

IT Network 

Management 

5 years 4 years 4 years 

Average years 

of Exp. Per 

company 

5.25 years 6.75 years 4 years 

 

 

3.3 The interview questions 
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The sector that the companies are part of as aforementioned will be the IT solutions industry of the 

UK. A thematic representation of what the interview will cover is presented to the table below 

(Table 1.2.).  

Importantly, in case after the first question the interviewee has not understood, or moves away from 

the theme of the interview or the related answer, sub-questions will be asked that do not alter the 

answer itself but only the direction of the discussion.  

In terms of the interview themes, the introduction is designed to make the participant feel at ease, 

and comfortable answering questions. The purpose of this research is explained so the interviewee 

has a complete understanding of the interview process. Then, both the interviewee and the 

researcher introduce each other, and the researcher informs the interviewee about the confidentiality 

agreement so the interviewee, as aforementioned, will feel comfortable answering the questions. 

The second theme about the “Perception of Digital Transformation” and the fourth theme, the 

“Past knowledge and Opinions about failed DT Attempts”, are purposed to find information 

about the about the perception of the digital transformation (RQ1), the barriers (RQ2) and the 

impact of failing (RQ3). The perception of Digital Transformation can potentially show the 

researcher how the employees perceive such a change in their company, if it exists and also if they 

have adequate knowledge on the topic. The lack of perception towards Digital transformation is 

also one of the main challenges that digitization faces (Westerman, 2011). Furthermore, with the 

theme on failed digital transformations; the purpose is to know what their opinions or past 

knowledge on failed digital transformation attempts is, because they might have contextual 

knowledge and inside information as to why they failed. This helps the researcher identify causes 

and can potentially lead to some empirical solutions that they themselves have experienced. 

The themes of “Organizational Change, Challenges of Digital Transformation” and “Digital 

Transformation Strategy”, are purposes to find empirical information of the organizational 

change process (Armenakis, 2007) that occurs when a company starts to digitally transform, and 

what is the strategy their company follows in the events of such a change. Also, through the two 

themes, other barriers can be pointed out that the literature review highlights, such as employee 

resistance and communication of change (Kotter, 2014). Additionally, if there is a proper strategy 

towards digital transformation (Westerman, 2011), this can also be made visible. The purpose of 

these two themes is to identify any empirical information that relates to the data collected in the 
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literature. The organizational change strategies (Kotter, 1996, Armenakis, 2007) that a company 

follows is one purpose, but also the change management strategies that are in effect for digital 

transformation (Westerman, 2011). 

Table 1.2 Themes and Subthemes of questions 

Theme of the question Sub-theme Relation to Research Qs. 

Introduction  State the purpose of the 

research 

 Agreeing on 

confidentiality and use 

information gathered 

 Introduce each other 

 Learn more 

information about 

professional 

responsibilities and 

experience. 

 

Perception of Digital  

Transformation 

 Knowledge on the 

subject 

 Current State of the 

D.Tr. in the company. 

 How do employees 

perceive it? 

Q1 

Organizational Change, 

Challenges of Digital 

Transformation. 

 How would the 

companies daily 

operations have 

transformed over the 

last 5 years? 

 Employee involvement 

in new tools. 

Q1, Q2 
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 Company’s Tendency 

to change. Reason 

behind. 

 Employees’ resistance 

to change. Reasons 

behind. 

 Company’s reluctant to 

change. 

 

Past Knowledge and Opinion 

on failed DTs. 

 Companies in your 

sector that failed or 

lagged behind with 

regards 

 Reasons they failed. 

 Opinions on what 

would happen in 

general. 

Q1, Q2, Q3 

Digital Transformation Strategy  Existing Strategy on 

Digital transformation? 

 Areas that require the 

biggest need? 

 Are the employees of 

your company are ready 

to change? 

Q2 

 

 

3.4 Data Analysis 

 

The analysis process will be a thematic data analysis which will help making the material resulted 

from the interviews clearer. The reason why the researcher will use thematic data analysis is 
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because this type of analysis is useful to structure the data and identify common themes and 

differences between participants, even if the answers are seemingly unrelated. By using keywords 

as code in order to go through the theme groups the researcher can gain knowledge and empathy 

about a person, an interaction, a group, a situation, an organization or a culture (Braun & Clarke 

2013). The reason why a thematic analysis is chosen, is because it facilitates inductive reasoning as 

mentioned before. The themes are not predetermined and turned down in the process, as happens 

in deductive reasoning, but instead they emerge from the coding stages of the data that is gathered 

from the interviews (Braun & Clarke 2013). The code words used are determined based on the 

literature findings. 

1. Collection of data from transcribing the interviews into word documents. 

2. Coding of the data by using keywords (digitization, transformation, organizational change, 

management level etc.) The codes that will be used are the ones responsible for identifying 

themes that will be created. 

3. Before starting using the codes on the interview, to be sure that they are not misinterpreted, 

or they are influenced by the researcher’s bias, they will be shared with the supervisor and 

subject reader. This is done to make sure to obtain a second opinion and to have them double 

checked for consistency and validity. 

4. Running of the codes, manually from the researcher to the tables containing the transcribed 

answers. Then formation of themes and subthemes that emerge from the patterns that are 

found in the interview data will follow. 

5. Creation of themes and subthemes, as soon as the patterns are found, which will be 

illustrated either on a table or by graphic interpretation for better understanding. 

6. Comparison of the findings, as shown in the Appendix-Tables, with the material from the 

literature review. 

 

3.5 Validity and Reliability 

 

As the researcher had access to 3 companies and essentially 12 interviewees, the results from the 

research are not guaranteed to be representative in general for the whole IT solutions sector or not 

even for one of the companies that were part of the research. Also generalizing the results might be 
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very tricky as the members of the companies will not be from the same department and their daily 

operations might be different so the researcher has to be very careful not to misinterpret the results 

(Saunders & Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). Then the researcher should be very careful on how he 

handles the interview as the interviewee might give answers that are not correct and cannot be used 

in the paper (Saunders & Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). The interviewee might be a member of the 

company and be afraid that the company will punish him for taking part, so he might give answers 

that are totally neutral and useless for the research. To avoid identifying participants, their answers 

will be kept confidential and participants will be made anonymous. However, as mentioned in the 

ethics section, one can never be certain how the interviewees will decide to answer (Ellis & Barton, 

2016). 

 

 

3.6 Ethical Considerations 

 

To begin with, all interviewees will be presented with the purpose of the research paper and how 

their information are going to be used for this research. Afterwards, they will be asked if they 

consent to take part and their answers to be used (Ellis & Barton, 2016). Since the interviews will 

be held either mostly via Skype or phone with only 4 from up-close, they will be recorded, and they 

will be assured and informed from the researcher that their voice audio file will not become public 

and will be destroyed by the researcher once the research paper is finalized (Ellis & Barton, 2016).  

Since the interviews will be handled with active employees that will discuss and give their opinion 

on the company that they work at the moment, some ethical considerations have to be taken into 

account (Ellis & Barton, 2016). They will not be obliged to answer to the introduction questions 

that mention identification, job title in the company. Being aware of their responsibilities in the 

company is essential to make assumptions for the ending results, they will have the ability to choose 

if their responsibilities to be named in the research, as it can be a telltale sign that might lead to 

identification in case the company read the research paper. The interviewees will have the ability 

to choose if any data that will lead to identification can be used in the paper (Merriam, 2009).  
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Before the meeting was scheduled, a formal document was sent to the interviewees, describing the 

aim of the study, the confidentiality of the interview and asking of any ethical consideration from 

the interviewees’ part. (Ellis & Barton, 2016). However, all participants stated at the beginning of 

the interview that they agree with the conditions and the requirements of the interview and they did 

not propose any other ethical consideration. 

Since there is no formal clearance from the companies’ human resources department to use their 

name and brand as part of the research paper, codenames are given to all three of the companies 

(Codenames: UK-K, UK-A, UK-C). Using codenames for the companies and referring to the 

participants by their job position title, is to ensure the companies and the participants will not be 

able to be traced in any case. 

 

 

3.7 Limitations 

 

The biggest limitation in the study will be how general the results will be at the end. All the 

companies that have been chosen in order to handle the study are part of the IT solutions sector, but 

they specialize in different genres. For example, one of the companies is called UK-K Electronics 

and provides financial solutions whereas UK-A electronics provides solutions to electronic 

hardware distribution companies. For example, the limitation here is that those companies might 

have different answers to digital transformation as their daily operations differ because of their field 

of expertise. 

Then there is the number of interviews to be considered; 12 people might be a substantial number 

for the purposes of this research and the answers might be representative to the existing environment 

of their companies. However, 12 people out of maybe hundreds is not representative at all and there 

is a big chance that many departments might not be represented in the research (Saunders, Lewis, 

Thornhill, 2009). For example, the study is limited to the perception of middle managers, hence 

participants from top management are not included, even though they could have a diverging 

opinion. 
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In addition, literature review in digital transformation is quite limited in terms of why there is inner 

company resistance from the high-level management which will might bring issues in trying to 

understand at the discussion, where the results from the interviews will be interpreted based on the 

results of the literature review. But there is substantial literature review on why companies either 

develop or not develop a new strategy based on digital transformation, which can help fill in the 

gaps that are created from the limited information mentioned before. 

 

4. Empirical Data 
 

The following section contains a representation of the collected data, from results of the interviews. 

The data presented in Appendix-Tables will be summarized to paragraphs. Each company will be 

presented individually and the information of this section will be used to analyze in the Data 

analysis section. 

 

4.1 Perception of Digital Transformation  

 

In UK-K Electronics the interviewees when asked to provide their definition on digital 

transformation, they answered that digital transformation is the conversion of most if not all 

business processes and practices to automate software solutions. Also they mentioned that the 

purpose of digitalizing business practices is mainly optimization and cost minimization. 

Operations Man then added that Digital Transformation is the way technology advances and how 

it can impose an impact in all aspects of human society, giving a broader and more general 

understanding, than the business oriented explanations provided by other participants.".  

UK-A Electronics employees provided a similar definition to the matter as they claimed that 

Digital transformation is the evolution of traditional business activities (sales, purchasing, 

marketing, etc.) into current or modern processes using the interconnectivity and processing 

capabilities that digitalization is capable of. They answered unanimously that digital 

transformation is an integration of new technological trends in all traditional business areas.  
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From UK-C electronics IT Developer and Finance both answered that they believe digital 

transformation is a process in which society embraces the latest technologies to improve quality 

of life/work but IT Network Man and Operations Man suggested that DT is the use of more 

technological advancements and doing tasks that took more time in the past, faster by newer 

features in programs or entirely new applications that did not exist in the past. 

 

 

4.2 Organizational Change  

 

When asked about their transformational experience in the company, the interviewees from UK-

K Electronics answered unanimously that they believe that their company has always been very 

advanced compare to an average company in the market. IT developer that is on its 9th year in the 

company, mentions that “The company I work for was digital since creation.” Meaning that 

historically UK-K has invested in digital tools that will help them get a boost in their market over 

their competitors. An interesting remark was made for IT Net Man who said for the  company 

“Not a lot change in terms of daily operations and organizational structures.” But later he 

claimed that they add features that are needed constantly which in a way means that the company 

emphasizes in digital transformation and moving forward and has made sure to communicate this 

to their employees in as a company culture, which means that the company is very well equipped 

with digital tools and adds features when required. When asked how involved they are when new 

tools are to be introduced or major system changes will take place, it was visible that they also 

take part actively in the features needed and what tasks are to be fulfilled by the new features. IT 

Developer mentioned that they create their own tools and both Finance and Operations Man 

mentioned that every change is discussed beforehand with the employees and even possibility of 

changes are always broadcasted either in digital Q&A’s or via emails or company newsletters just 

to make sure that everyone involved has his opinion heard and everyone is up to date. 

The feedback from UK-A Electronics is very much contradictory to the one that UK-K employees 

have given. Operations Man have been working for 9 years in his company and he mentioned that 

he has not experienced such a thing and that he only receives notice for any change when the 

change time comes. He also mentioned that there is a communication issue many times and the 
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decision often gets delayed because there is no updated information and thus, they have to go back 

to all actors to check with them the subject. Finance has nearly the same opinion and he believes 

that he cannot really say that there have been some changes but cannot clearly identify which those 

are, also he said “that they get continuous updates on changes that are set to happen, but only 

if they are very big and important changes to the system”. Both IT developer and IT Net Man 

claimed that there have been several changes and also whenever there is a need presented they will 

build the necessary tool required. Also they both mentioned that they discuss changes beforehand 

but in the case of IT Developer only if the implementation requires preprocessing or if there would 

be implications with the existing infrastructure. IT Net Man mentioned that any required training 

is scheduled or a documentation process is created but did not disclose if it happens before or after 

implementation. 

In UK-C Electronics the opinions are contradictory to each other. There is a very unclear view on 

the organizational change process. Both IT Developer and Operations Man believe that there are 

not many things that have changed in the company during the past five years. IT Developer though 

believes that UK-C is an early adopter of digital tools, since they desire to be market leaders, and 

first to implement the latest digital strategies. Operations man believes that not so many new things 

have been introduced to the company the past years.  The IT Developer has identified slack as 

being a useful tool, as it provides for easy real time communication, which did not exist 5 years 

ago, and what is more interesting is the fact that Operations Man mentioned that she uses slack. 

Finance and IT network Man express their opinions by stating that they find their company already 

very digitized and that they use digital tools for several areas in their work, they believe their 

company also does implement changes when they need something new. Also when they were 

asked if they are informed adequately prior to implementing new changes, all except Operations 

Man mentioned that they are involved in the process and they express their opinion in the planning 

of the new tool, or what they require from it, as features. Also Finance and Operations Man 

mentioned that they also receive instructional seminars so they can use their new tools. 

 

 

4.3 Digital Transformation Strategy 
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When asked about the strategy their company might have towards digital transformation, the 

answers were very enthusiastic. Finance stated that UK-K offers e-learning, training sessions, 

seminars, boot camps, online career progression, internally developed software manuals, and some 

of their employees are also taking courses funded by the company. While IT Net Man 2 stated that 

in case they require something they will build it or purchase it immediately and Operations Man 

stated that the company has a strong board of consultants as well as a strong team of IT but he is 

not aware of any particular strategy. To conclude, the most interesting answer came from It 

Developer, who responded that they request digital transformation from their customers in order 

for services on both sides to become faster and more efficient. He was asked on how the customers 

receive that, he replied “we are leading the company to our specialization and we want our 

customers to change with us”. Needless to say that they all responded that they have all they need, 

in terms of digital technologies, even more that they use sometimes according to Finance, while 

Operations Man mentioned that there might be a small need in the communication area but did not 

disclose any specific details. 

In UK-A electronics things were different from UK-K (3 out of 4 interviewees), Finance, 

Operations Man and It Net Man mentioned that they do not know of any strategy and that is 

something that their superiors know of only. On the other hand, IT developer mentioned that there 

is a procedure that must be followed to ensure if a business change can or should be made. Also 

when asked about areas of need It Developer mentioned that there are issues with tasks that require 

repetitive work and they need to become more automatic and can be avoided with the 

implementations of new technologies. Operations management mentioned that there is a 

communication issue; many times the decision got delayed because they did not have recently 

updated information, hence they had to go back to all actors to check with them on the progress. 

Finally, IT Net Man mentioned that they require new tools in order to boost up customer 

satisfaction and sales department. 

In terms of digital transformation strategy UK-C employees have a divided opinion. Two 

employees and more specifically IT developer and Operations man believe they have what they 

need in terms of digital tools. While Finance mentioned that there is a specific digital department, 

which tries to find innovative ideas and pleasant ways to bring closer to digitalism. But they all 

answered negative on if they know of any existing strategy. When asked which areas have the 
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greatest need, Finance and It Net Man mentioned both that operation department is the one with 

the greatest need, as in the department there is significant issues with insufficient communication 

between employees, which explains many questions regarding to why Operations Man has been 

so contradicting to the rest of the interviewees in the previous questions. It Developer mentioned 

that the company has everything it needs. 

 

 

 

4.4 Organizational Benefits of Digital Transformation 

 

Feedback clearly indicates that UK-K interviewees believe that their company supports digital 

transformation, so they are able to change immediately in case the market demands changes. IT 

Developer mentioned that “We are changing dynamically, according to the market and the 

customer.” While Finance clearly stated that they are ahead of the market already in terms of 

digital transformation. Furthermore, Operations Man clearly stated that the company belongs to 

one of the most volatile industries and that it always takes time to adapt to changes that the market 

demands, but the goal is to take the least possible time. Somewhat more unclear was the answer 

that IT Net Man gave when he said that “they don’t change but their product changes”. Meaning 

that the specific industry their company is active in, has the same working approach but their 

product, meaning the security services he provides, change. Also his statement that “if necessary, 

we are able and will make radical changes” proves that he is willing to change together with his 

company at any given time if the market demands it. However, when interviewees elaborated more 

on what changes the company is willing to make, their answer were somehow different. Both IT 

developer and IT Net Man mentioned that they put quality as a very important variable for this 

decision. Stating that they need the new software to have the same quality as their existing software 

as they cannot settle with a mediocre product. Also, if a new client comes in with certain 

expectations that require big changes the company needs to really make very small and careful 

steps. Since the damage made can be significant and because of the risks, sometimes they don’t 

really make big changes but choose a safer approach by upgrading new features. 
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All interviewees from UK-A stated (in one way or another) that their company will support digital 

transformation, but only in order to find new customers or maintain existing ones. However, IT 

Net Man elaborated more and mentioned that the competition is always high, but if you want to 

be at the top you need to be flexible to undergo changes and take every opportunity available. 

However, he only spoke for his department again where he clearly stated that if the potential digital 

change will bring profit and increase customer satisfaction or make the work of the engineers 

easier, then it will be discussed within the management team for sure and maybe something new 

will be introduced. Also, in UK-A’s case, there are some other issues to address before the 

company adopts new digital tools and techniques. According to IT Developer, the main reason is 

price and problems with the implementation in relation to the current infrastructure.  

According to the interviewees of UK-C, their belief on why their company supports DT is different 

than the other two. IT Developer believes that the company will change as long as the company 

superiors see the value in the change, they would probably go for it even if there is a learning curve 

involved. While, Finance believes that a company like UK-C will definitely change if needed as it 

is a big company with important clients that they have to keep satisfied. IT Network Man believes 

that the company will introduce something if an employee has a creative idea, and after discussion 

in the department the company will consider the change and they will proceed with it if they find 

value in it, similar as what IT developer said. On the contrary, Operations Man believes that their 

important customers are the reason they will not change because their customers do not change for 

many years. She also takes this a step further by saying that she believes a change in UK-C will 

be made but only if a big client requires it and even that will take years.  

 

 

4.5 Challenges of Digital Transformation 

 

The main setbacks that interviewees of UK-K presented, were either financial or setbacks due to 

insufficient strategy. The most straight forward answer came from IT Developer who claimed that 

the only reason that he could think of employees resisting would be due to ignorance. That they 

are not very well informed or educated about the benefits of Digital Transformation in their daily 

activities. 
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In UK-A, all of the employees except one (IT Network Man), mentioned that only low level 

management will not pushback as they will not have the power to do so and they would accept 

change. Additionally, there is a perception that upper level management will not accept change 

since they do not have to, and they are old which means they do not want to be bothered. Age was 

an important part in general for accepting change at the employees of UK-A. Furthermore, they 

all claimed that the technology related positions will change and as they have to in order to keep 

up with the market. In UK-A electronics IT developer mentioned that they are but only for small 

changes to their usual work pattern. IT Net Man was very positive, stating that people always 

welcome new tools and technologies that help them in daily basis and that they are constantly 

thinking of new automation and innovative tools to make their life easier and to simplify the tasks. 

He also specified that he only referred to his department and not in general. It is clear that in UK-

A there is a certain gap between what the upper level management is willing to accept and what 

the lower level employees will be forced to accept. But 2 of the 4 interviewees believe that if 

change is communicated right then they are happy to accept change.  

 

 In UK-C electronics employees were divided, as two of them believed that it is mandatory to 

change regardless of the barriers while others believed that due to age and already existing work 

routines, employees will not want to change as it would require effort from their part, also the 

managers might not insist of them changing so they will eventually let the new tools go and not 

implement them on their daily tasks. Also, in UK-C they believe that the employees of the 

company do have the desire to do so as they understand that in the sector of IT Solutions it is 

something mandatory. Whereas Operations Man believes that only if the company requires any 

huge change, it will create a strategy that will help change the company to the desired state. But 

that would be challenging and it has not happened for quite some time (more than 8 years). 

According to IT Developer, the main reason is the cost and the problems with the implementation 

to the current infrastructure. He claimed that due to the size of the company, big radical changes 

are difficult as a lot of money and expertise might be required. Operations Man did not have an 

answer at all in this matter, claiming that the company will only change if a large customer 

demands it. Finance and IT Network Man claimed that they don’t think it’s reluctant to adopt new 

digital tools. But they don’t know how often as they work in a big company and changes are made 
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gradually so to them there is no significant immediate change and they cannot point to an 

immediate radical change. 

 

4.6 The impact of failing to digitally transform 

 

Concerning failing attempts of digital transformation in the sector Finance from UK-A, mentioned 

that several companies in the sector fall behind. However, not a lot compared to the entire market 

benchmark but also mind that in the software industry a company that may fall behind in 

digitalization may be standing at the doorstep of their end. Companies that fail to keep up to speed 

with the rest of the market tend to be absorbed by their industry. There was a similar opinion from 

all interviewees as they all claimed the same thing as they believe that they will lack technically 

compared to the rest and eventually fail. IT Net Man mentioned an example of a company that 

failed to change for technological reasons and lost their major client because someone introduced 

a better product. He stated that “It still exists as a company, but they went from 3 Floors Company 

to a 3 rooms business”. 

None of UK-A Electronics interviewees did have any particular knowledge of another company 

in the past, however they all mentioned that since the competition is high, and all companies that 

do not retransform would fall behind or lose any extra profit that could have earned, to their 

competitors. 

The interviewees of UK-C electronics were again divided in their answers. Only IT Net Man gave 

examples of company cases he knew that had already failed because of not completing their digital 

transformation. He mentioned also that the whole industry is lacking which was surprising. He 

said that “Publications are very old, there are not many conferences, and there has been really 

small changes over the past decade in the methods. Companies mostly make the same services 

faster and shinier”. The rest of the interviewees mentioned that they have no specific company in 

mind but believe that all the companies in the sector that fail to digitize their infrastructure will 

eventually fail. They believe that nowadays like UK-C will not have future without digital 

transformation as too many human resources would be wasted on things that could be automated 

and because of the market competition will eventually not make it in the market. 
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5.  Data Analysis 
 

In this section an analysis of the empirical data, based on the data taken from the literature review, 

is carried out in order to answer the research questions posed. The data will be presented in the 

same sub-themes as the empirical data, from the content that was derived from the empirical data 

findings.  

 

5.1 Perception of Digital Transformation 

 

According to the Kapplan: “Digital transformation is the integration of digital technology into all 

areas of a business, fundamentally changing how you operate and deliver value to customers.” 

(Kaplan, 2010). Companies have to be able to understand that they are going to have to make 

frequent changes in order to satisfy their market and keep up with competition (Westerman, 2011). 

Based on the research, most of the interviewees mentioned that it is the integration of digital tools 

that will change the most (if not all) business processes and practices to automate software 

solutions that will help companies with cost minimization and save time by automating tasks with 

software solutions. From the 3 interviewed companies, the closest one to the theory in Digital 

Transformation techniques was UK-K Electronics, while both UK-A and UK-C Electronics were 

both in a neutral position. In UK-K Electronics most of the interviewees, when asked about their 

opinion on digital transformation, answered that digital transformation is the conversion of most 

if not all business processes and practices to automate software solutions. In addition, they 

mentioned that the purpose of digitalizing business practices is mainly optimization and cost 

minimization. A similar definition was given from the employees of UK-A Electronics. Whereas, 

in UK-C 2 employees mentioned a general answer in “digital transformation is a process in which 

society embraces the latest technologies to improve quality of life 
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5.2 Organizational Change 

In UK-K electronics Kotter theory of change model can be viewed as they all mention that change 

is part of their culture and that the company changes dynamically in accordance with the market 

requirements. What is more, IT developer who is the one with the most experience among the 

interviewees, mentioned that the company is digital since its creation. It is quite visible from the 

beginning that the interviewees of the company have a very strong sense of urgency towards 

change and that they understand and accept the vision of the company (Kotter, 1996). UK-K works 

with short term goals (Kotter, 1996) as they understand that they have to be versatile with the 

demands of the market and they are willing to accept the changes need to be from their leaders at 

any given time if requested, with all changes made being communicated and discussed in between 

the employees beforehand and this is something that is very much integrated in their culture 

(Kotter, 1996).  

In UK-A electronics, Kotter’s theory of change as whole organizational change model or parts of 

it is not similar to the change management policy the company follows. But it is more similar to 

Armenakis assessment for readiness, since all interviewees mentioned that they do not actively 

participate in the changes that are to be made but they get to be informed beforehand. IT Developer 

mentioned also that in case they change that is to be introduced involves his daily tasks. Also, IT 

Net Man mentioned that if any training for the use of the new tools is required, then the company 

will provide it to the employees. In Armenakis model, there is an assessment created in order to 

assess the state of the employees and the company before initiating the change actions (Armenakis 

, 2007) to close the gap between the state of the company and the changes to be made (Armenakis 

, 2007). In UK-A it is quite visible that the company follows similar organization change model to 

Armenakis model. 

In UK-C Armenakis model of change can be viewed. Finance and Operations Man mentioned that 

they also receive instructional seminars so they can use their new tools (Armenakis, 2007). 

Whereas, all interviewees expect Operations Man mentioned that they are involved in the process 

and they express their opinion in the planning of the new tool. This shows that UK-C also prepared 

the employees for the changes that are to be made, in order to prepare the company for the change 

(Armenakis, 2007) 
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5.3 Digital Transformation Strategy 
 

The first step to creating a strategy, is constant communication from the top management to the 

rest of the hierarchy (Bonnet & Naddan, 2011). According the empirical data the only company 

that has full transparency in all changes that are to be made is UK-K. The interviewees mentioned 

that the upper level management, discusses with all employees the changes that are considered to 

be implemented. When a change is about to be made they provide their employees, training 

sessions, seminars, boot camps, online career progression, internally developed software manuals, 

and some of their employees are also taking courses funded by the company. In UK-A it was clear 

that there is a problem in the communication of change in between the upper level management 

and the employees and that the employees learn about the change at the time of its introduction. 

In UK-C, employees believe that there is a specific department and a strategy in place to introduce 

any required changes, but usually the interviewees mentioned that they do not get any beforehand 

notice for the changes to be made and they do not know of any changes that happen to other 

departments. This happens because they do not have any cross-department communication tool. 

According to George Westeman, the strategies need to be short term, as yearlong strategies and 

planning processes are no longer effective (Westeman, 2011). While digitally maturing, companies 

need to accept that learning step by step and continuously evolving, should be the norm and not 

the case (Westerman, 2013). In the sampling it was found that only UK-K employees mentioned 

that their strategy is ready to change at any time, also the company offers them e-learning, training 

sessions, seminars, boot camps, online career progression, internally developed software manuals, 

and some of our employees also take courses funded by the company, as part of their strategy to 

have them constantly open and eager to change.  

 In order for a company to achieve digital transformation, it needs to have a strategy that will cover 

all the actions of change as all the departments and the whole organizational structure of the 

company is changing (Westerman, 2011). According to the collected empirical data, none of the 3 

companies have a formal digital transformation strategy in place. UK-K has an informal strategy 

towards accepting new changes in their business often, but that is based due to the fact that as an 

organization they consider themselves to be very much digitized. On the other hand, UK-A 

employees are not aware of any strategy, and only IT Developer mentioned that there is one in 

case there is need for change. They also mentioned that they do not have a strategy in place, but 
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they rely in their Digital departments to make the required changes when they need them. These 

proves that according that none of the companies have a formal strategy, but UK-C and UK-A do 

not have an informal strategy. Their interviewees believe that changes will be made if the company 

finds it beneficial. Not having a tailored strategy for the needs of the company can prove to be very 

dangerous to the two companies, as if they attempt any radical digital transformation then they 

might find themselves not ready to initiate the process (Armenakis, 2007). From both the 

employees’ side and the upper level management, it is essential for a company to find the proper 

strategy for their desired digital transformation, as a unique change management strategy is 

required that is designed specifically for the company’s vision (Kotter, 1997). 

 

 

5.4 Organizational Benefits of Digital Transformation 

 

A proper digital transformation in a company can bring huge opportunities, sometimes together 

with challenges, but nonetheless opportunities that can prove very beneficial. This is one of the 

reasons why being digitally transformed can determine if a company will gain or lose value in their 

market (Hirt & Willmott, 2014). All interviewees believe that a company that is not digitized will 

eventually lose its market share to their competitors, as competitors will provide more efficient 

and more effective services to the clients in the market. In addition, UK-A and UK-C interviewees 

believe that it will help the company gain new customers and not lose opportunities in the market 

due to poor reputation (Matt, 2015). 

Several of the interviewees also believe that being digitally transformed will help the company 

minimize costs and make them more efficient and also will help them gain more customers in the 

market, while other believe that will help the company internally which is in accordance to the 

literature review (Hirt  & Willmott, 2014). Something that is also found in the literature as George 

Weatherman mentioned is that the main reason for a company to pursue any investment is how 

profitable it can be (Westerman, 2013). Gaining new customers and customer satisfaction is 

something that was mentioned from interviewees of the three companies and it is another important 

benefit that digitalization can bring by increasing customer satisfaction and gaining better 

customer value (Aziz & Obitz, 2007). 
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5.5 Challenges of Digital Transformation 

 

A factor that we found in the literature review and was also found in the empirical data was the 

internal acceptance in the company (Kaplan, 2010). This involves the capabilities of the employees 

in the companies, they in fact need to be able to handle digital tools properly (Dulebohn & Johnson 

2013).  In both UK-A and UK-C interviewees mentioned that age is a problem and also the place 

in the hierarchy of each individual is a problem too. Older high level management will resist as 

they do not want to learn new tools and techniques and there are always some people that want to 

stick to the way they are used to work. The feedback collected gave evidence to the theoretical 

findings that internal acceptance is a big problem in Digital Transformation. From the data found 

in the literature, is evident that there are many similarities between digital transformation and 

organizational change, because they both affect the same components in a company: job roles, 

workflows, hierarchies (Armenakis, 2007). The main difference is that digital transformation is 

managing that by making changes through the implementation of new digital technologies in all 

business areas (Westerman, 2011). Nevertheless, digital transformation is considered a 

transformational change management process (Kotter, 2012). 

Also, according to the literature there is, insufficient understanding of importance in new changes 

that are to be introduced (Westemann, 2013). In terms of insufficient understanding of importance 

of digital transformation, the IT Developer answered that in order to make the change in UK-C, 

the higher management needs to find value in the change and IT Developer in UK-K mentioned 

that employees push back change due to ignorance. Even though only 2 of the interviewees in 

general mentioned this, it still indicates that understanding what digital transformation is and what 

it does to a company, exists as a challenge in real life. 

Statistically, middle management consist of individuals ranging from 35 to 45 years old and with 

more than 10 years of experience (Westemann, 2013) These people commonly develop traits that 

are not eager to abandon in case of a change needed. In UK-A and UK-C, it was mentioned that 

age was a factor in accepting change or changing in general. The interviewees mentioned that 

employees over their 40s will resist as they need to learn new change and they do not like to change 
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their daily routines, while younger employees will be more willing to change in contrast to the 

others.  

Financial challenges are also a great challenge, as the organizational structure of the company will 

change and the daily operations of many individuals will change alongside their responsibilities at 

their job positions (Thorne, 2017). Many interviewees did not mention exactly how much money 

their company requires as they did not know and some of them would not disclose it, but 

professional digital tools are very expensive and if a lot of existing infrastructure requires a lot of 

change that is a very expensive move. UK-K is already digitally transformed and built based on 

digital transformation, to the point that they believe they are ahead of the market and even require 

from their customers to digitally transform too, so changes to them are not as costly. This way and 

if they need anything they are ready to build it at any time, so changes will come cheaper, and it 

will be easier to install. Something that is also pointed in the literature; if the company is new, it 

can build everything from the start and gradually upgrade when it is deemed necessary 

(Westerman, 2011). UK-K is the youngest one of the companies, but still they have invested and 

found value in digital transformation, thus now they do not require big radical changes that bring 

a huge financial burden, but they upgrade existing infrastructure which comes a lot cheaper. For 

UK-K after going through this challenge, they are satisfied from the value digital transformation 

brings, as they are agile and prone to change (Aziz & Obitz, 2007). They can be more responsive 

to the market demands; thus when they are able to harness new digital technologies, they can grow 

or change with little costs. 

In UK-C, IT Developer mentioned that the company is reluctant to change due to the cost of the 

existing infrastructure and the cost of the new tools due to the size of the company. The change 

would be considered too expensive, and thus the company might not find value in it. The only 

reason that would make them change their existing systems is if a big client makes them change 

their approach and only if their upper level managers finds value in their move to be digitally 

transformed. This is also something that is covered from the literature, when a big company starts 

such a procedure it requires taking into consideration all the financial requirements as well as the 

timeline of such a change, since IT infrastructure is very expensive. Professional digital tools come 

expensive and for a company that has thousands of employees, such a move might cost millions 

(Westerman, 2011). In addition, it might require more than one tries to achieve the desired results 
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(Flinders, 2018). Therefore, in a company with a big size, as UK-C, a digital transformation will 

begin if a valuable reason presents itself. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations for further research 
 

In the beginning of this thesis, it was highlighted that “Digital transformation is the integration of 

digital technology into all areas of a business, fundamentally changing how you operate and deliver 

value to customers” (Lee Condgon, 2015). The purpose of this research has been to explore to 

what degree IT solution sector companies have digitally transformed during the past few years. 

Since the rate of technological change in the past decade has been exponential and its rate has been 

increasing rapidly ever since, it is logical to suggest that there should have been some great change 

compared to the situation a few years ago (Berman & Dorrier, 2016). According to Matt (2015), 

even though IT Solutions sector would suggest that companies would have already been digitally 

transformed, this in reality has not been achieved. Thus, in order to guide this thesis through an 

exploration of different aspects of digital transformation in an empirical setting, three research 

questions were asked, and empirical data gathered through qualitative means. Semi structured 

interviews were used due to the fact that digital transformation deals with people and their 

reactions to a wider cultural shift within their organization. Consequently, the analysis process was 

made through thematic analysis, to help point out the information collected from the interviews 

and compare them to the findings from the literature review. Based on the findings from the data 

analysis section we can conclude that: 

1) How is digital transformation in the company and its operations perceived? 

 Companies in the IT Sector choose to initiate the procedure to become more efficient and 

able to make frequent changes to satisfy their market and keep up with competition. 

However, it is often perceived negatively, by both employees and managers, unless proper 

communication of the strategy and vision is provided. 

2) What are the barriers that prevent companies from digital transformation? 

 Communication is a very important barrier as all employees need to be up to date in terms 

of information or involvement in the tools that they are to be introduced in each company. 

It is evident from the findings of literature and empirical data that the proper transfer of 

information is lacking inside the companies.  

 Employees’ pushback is another problem. From the analysis, it is pointed that there is 

insufficient understanding of the importance of digital transformation and that employees 

often expect changes to happen only if the upper level management sees value in the 
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change. Also, according to the analysis is was shown that upper level management might 

resist to change as they do not want to change their already existing traits. 

 Financial reasons are also very crucial. Changing existing infrastructure is also very 

expensive for the company that is trying to adopt it. For companies that are big in size, they 

need to invest a lot of money due to their existing infrastructure. 

 Not having a clear strategy is also a deciding factor. In all three companies that interviews 

were handled, there is no clear formal strategy on digital transformation but only informal 

strategies or perceptions on how change will occur to their company. 

3) What are the perceived consequences of failure to digitally transform? 

 Based on the findings companies that fail to digitally transform are not able to compete 

with the rest of the market that has already made changes as digital transformation makes 

a company more efficient and cost effective. Moreover, a company that fails to digitize 

will lose customer opportunities as change takes time and won’t be able to take future 

opportunities that present themselves.  

As aforementioned in the research with digital transformation, there are several benefits that 

companies get to enjoy, several of these benefits can influence and have an impact in society and 

environment. Since companies are becoming more efficient and people can work from remote 

locations, the work-life balance can be enhanced rapidly by giving the employees the ability to 

choose their daily work and life routines. Companies, this way also can become more sustainable, 

by eliminating paper, less trees are to be cut annually and by using less hardware components there 

will be a smaller demand other raw materials too. On the other hand an ethical dilemma surfaces, 

as with companies becoming more efficient and less working hours required might be the result of 

employees losing their jobs, or employees who cannot learn new tasks in their daily routine to be 

laid off.  

Even though, Digital Transformation is a current and common organizational change practice, 

Digital Transformation is severely under researched and more research in the area should be done 

as it is expected to impact all business sectors. Also, more investigation regarding the perception 

of digital transformation based on the age of the employees should occur as according to this 

research there are indications that age can influence organizational change. Moreover, a limitation 

of this research is that the sample of interviews represents the middle-level management, therefore 
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a research with an empirical sample of more levels within the organizational hierarchy should be 

made. Finally, as mentioned in the limitations, this research due to the limited number of 

participants might not be representative for the hundreds of employees in the three companies, 

therefore a similar research with a larger number of participants is recommended. 
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 Appendix-Tables 
 

 

1. Introductory questions 

Companies UK-K 

Electronics 

UK-A 

Electronics 

UK-C 

Electronics 

Total Per 

department 

Interviewees IT Developer 3 IT Developer 

2 

IT Developer 

4 

3 

 Finance 1 Finance 2 Finance 3 3 

 IT network 

Management2 

IT network 

Management 

1 

It Network 

Management 

3 

3 

 Operations 

Management 2 

Operations 

Management 

1 

Operations 

Management 

3 

3 

Total 4 4 4 12 

 

2. Can you please explain to me how would you define digital transformation?  

 

Table 2.1. Understanding of Digital Transformation. 

 Company  

 UK-K Electronics  

# Interviewee Can you please explain to me how would you define digital 

transformation? 

1 IT Developer 3  Being able to do with the use of computer software of different types 

all your tasks. This also extends to the use of smartphones, tablets etc. 

2 Finance 1  I would define digital transformation as the conversion of most if not 

all business processes and practices to automated software solutions.  

The purpose of digitalizing business practices is mainly optimization 

and cost minimization.   

 

3 IT Network 

Management2 
 It is transforming all business operations into digital. From 

communication to daily tasks. All integrated in one system online that 

helps doing things faster, more effective and cheaper. 

4 Operations 

Management 2 
 The way technology advances and how it can impose an impact in all 

aspects of human society. 

 

 

Table 2.2. Understanding of Digital Transformation. 

 Company  

 UK-A Electronics  

# Interviewee Can you please explain to me how would you define digital 

transformation? 
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1 IT Developer 2  The integration of digital technology into all areas of a business 

resulting in fundamental changes to how businesses operate 

2 Finance 2  Digital transformation is the evolution of traditional business activities 

(sales, purchasing, marketing, etc.) into current or modern processes 

using the interconnectivity and processing capabilities that 

digitalization is capable of. 

3 IT Network 

Management1 
 In my perspective, digital transformation is the change which takes 

place in IT having as a goal to automate already existing processes or 

creating new innovative ones to increase productivity in the 

workplace. 

4 Operations 

Management 1 
 Relying on digital applications and stop using paper in our daily life 

including the business of course. 

 

 

Table 2.3. Understanding of Digital Transformation. 

 Company  

 UK-C Electronics  

# Interviewee Can you please explain to me how would you define digital 

transformation? 

1 IT Developer 4  I would define it as a process in which society embraces the latest 

technologies to improve quality of life/work. 

2 Finance 3  New innovation types, which could improve society and make the 

everyday life easier. 

3 IT Network 

Management 3 
 I would look at it from the perspective that the companies are not 

using phones and fax machines for communication, but the 

opportunities provided by the internet. This is one example of course. 

The final level nowadays is that I can see jobs where you only need to 

take your computer and you can work from anywhere remotely. 

 

4 Operations 

Management 3 
 Using more technological advancements and doing tasks that took 

more time in the past, faster by newer features in programs or entirely 

new applications that did not exist in the past. 

 

 

 

 

3. According to you in the last five years ago, how much has your enterprise have gone 

through or completed the “digital transformation”?( If not 5 years, answer the question on 

the time you have here) 

Table 3.1.1 UK-K Electronics  

 Company UK-K Electronics  

# Interviewee Digital transformation 

Process 

Employee notice for DT moves.  
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1 IT Developer 3  The company that I 

work for was digital 

since the creation of 

it. 

 When a change in the software is 

about to be implemented, all people 

that work in the Any Division get 

notified. 

2 Finance 1  I believe that our 

company has always 

been very advanced 

compare to the average 

company in the market. 

  That is mainly due to 

the nature of our business 

as well as the market we 

are addressing.  

 

 Every company discussions, or 

possibility of changes are always 

broadcasted either in digital Q&A’s 

or via emails or company 

newsletters.  

 There is full transparency with 

regards to our business decisions.  

 

3 IT network 

Management2 
 Not a lot change in 

terms of daily 

operations and 

organizational 

structures. 

 Not many new tools 

are introduced but 

features to existing 

ones. 

 We create our own features and we 

discuss what may be needed later. 

4 Operations 

Management 2 
 My company has 

gone through a digital 

transformation for 

sure, and it still goes 

through it in order to 

save as much time as 

possible and 

simultaneously 

operate efficiently 

and effectively as a 

company. 

 Every change is beforehand discussed 

with the employees due to the reason 

the nature of such a company is for all 

levels of management to cooperate in 

a healthy manner, for its goals to be 

achieved. 

 

Table 3.1.2 UK-A Electronics 

 Company UK-A Electronics  

# Interviewee Digital transformation 

Process 

Employee notice for DT moves.  

1 IT Developer 2  We implemented 

some new 

technologies but we 

have plans for more.  

 Main changes 

happened in the 

communication and 

data servers. 

 Usually beforehand in most situations 

 But that are time that we learn on the 

last minute if the implementation 

doesn’t require must preprocessing or 

thought about implications. 
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2 Finance 2  No I cannot not 

measure it to have a 

clear opinion on that. 

But it’s in the process 

I believe. 

 There are continuous updates on the 

upcoming changes.  

 But specific big time change. 

3 IT network 

Management 1 
 I’ve faced quite a few 

times the creation of 

new tools or the 

upgrade of the 

existing ones. 

 Every time there is a 

need or an employee 

identifies a new way, 

simpler and faster to 

deal with something, 

a digital tool will be 

created for that. 

 We are getting informed about new 

changes beforehand. 

 Unofficial discussions take place 

before any minor or major changes 

and when those changes are 

implemented, 

 Any required training is scheduled or 

a documentation process is created. 

4 Operations 

Management 1 
 I do not think we 

have such experience 

 No information until change. 

 

Table 3.1.3 UK-C Electronics 

 Company UK-C Electronics  

# Interviewee Digital transformation 

Process 

Employee notice for DT moves.  

1 IT developer 4  Not much has 

changed during the 

last 5 years.  

 IT companies are the 

ones that find out 

about these tools first, 

since they are tech 

oriented.  

 One thing that didn’t 

exist 5 years ago was 

Slack that is 

definitely an 

improvement. 

 Usually we know beforehand.  

 When an issue arises that is solved 

using a “Digital Transformation” tool, 

we are usually aware that we are 

looking for a solution. 

2 Finance 3  Although I work 

almost 5 years in UK-

C, I have noticed they 

are trying to develop 

the digital prospect of 

the company and its 

employees. 

 If it has to do with my department 

way before and also ask us questions 

on what we feel needs change. 

 If it doesn’t then we get a notice and 

some training. A person comes and he 

shows us individually what to do. 

This happens only for tasks that we 

don’t really use but in case the other 

department needs some help then we 

can be of help. 
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3 IT 

Management 3 
 Since I started 

working here it has 

been very digital and 

keeping up with the 

new trends. And it 

helps as in my 

department the age 

average is 28 so we 

add new features 

when we need them. 

 We are aware. We always have a 

meeting if we want to introduce a new 

digital tool to our company. 

4 Operations 

Management 3 
 We have not really 

seen a lot of change 

in digital tools the 

past few years. 

 We get upgraded 

versions of existing 

ones. 

 We get a notice that there is going to 

be an upgrade. 

 If there is any new feature we get 

some instructional seminars after it is 

introduced. 

 

 

Table 3.2.1 UK-K Tendency to change. 

 Company Company will be prone to change in case the market demands it? 

 UK-K YES NO 

# Interviewee What are the reasons?  

1 IT Developer 3  We are changing dynamically, 

according to the market and 

the customer. 

 

2 Finance 1  Yes, nonetheless we tend to be 

ahead of the market.  

 

 

3 IT network 

Management2 
 But also if necessary, we are 

able and will make radical 

changes. 

 I work for an IT company 

which provides security to 

banks and online financial 

transactions. 

 We don’t change. Our product 

changes frequently. So I would 

say no 

 

4 Operations 

Management 2 
 The Electronics software 

industry is one of the most 

volatile industries that exists. 

It always takes time to adapt to 

changes that the market 

undertakes. The goal is to take 

as less time as possible. 
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Table 3.2.2 UK-A Electronics Tendency to change. 

 Company Company will be prone to change in case the market demands it? 

 UK-A 

Electronics 

YES NO 

# Interviewee What are the reasons?  

1 IT developer 2  Yes in order to catch up with 

customer needs 

 Customer satisfaction 

 

2 Finance 2  Yes it is prone as the digital 

change corresponds to the 

customers demand. 

 

3 IT Network 

Management 1 
 Yes. If there is a need for the 

company to undergo changes 

in digital transformation it will 

take the chance.  

 The competition is always high 

but if you want to be at the top 

you need to be flexible to 

undergo changes and take 

every opportunity available. 

 When it comes to my 

department, if the potential 

digital change will bring profit, 

increase customer satisfaction 

or make the work of the 

engineers easier then it will be 

discussed within the 

management team for sure. 

 

4 Operations 

Management 1 
 In order to maintain existing 

and get new customers. 

 

 

Table 3.2.3 UK-C Electronics Tendency to change. 

 Company Company will be prone to change in case the market demands it? 

 UK-C 

Electronics 

YES NO 

# Interviewee What are the reasons?  

1 IT developer 4  The company I work for is 

definitely open to changing if 

needed. 

 As long as the company 

superiors see the value in the 

change, they would probably 

go for it, 

 Even if there is a learning 

curve involved. 
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2 Finance 3  I definitely believe so as we 

are a big company with 

important clients and great 

competition. If we need to 

change we will. 

 

3 IT Network 

Management 3 
 If an employee has an idea that 

is smart and efficient. Will 

discuss it with his manager 

and then the employee will 

discuss with the rest of the 

employees that are related to 

the change and if there is a 

valid idea. The company will 

take a look at it…. And mostly 

implement it. In my 

department we usually do it 

like that. 

 

4 Operations 

Management 3 

  Our company works with 

clients that do not change 

frequently. 

 And since we are already 

and established brand I 

believe that the company 

is prone to change. But I 

see big changes very 

difficult. 

 A client we have is going 

through a digital 

transformation process and 

they are doing it 8 years 

now. We are changing 

some things because of 

them but we have seen no 

great change in terms of 

digital features. 

 

Table 3.2.1 Employees’ Resistance to change. UK-K Electronics 

# Company Employees Resistance 

 UK-K YES NO 

 Interviewee What are the reasons? How often are changes made? 

1 IT Developer 3  There are employees that resist to 

adopt to digital solutions and this is 

due to ignorance. 

 

2 Finance 1   We tend to adapt pretty fast, 

nonetheless I believe that 

adjusting to new systems 

always depends on the 
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depth and complexity of the 

product. 

 There have been several 

new platforms that we 

obtained that learning and 

adjusting to them took less 

than a day. 

 On the other hand there is 

software that takes on 

average 4-6 months of 

training for users to learn to 

operate and adjust to it. 

3 IT network 

Management2 
 There are people in specific job 

positions that handle specific tasks. 

  

 IT people have to change 

and learn new practices all 

the time especially in 

security where things are 

faster that IT knowledge 

itself. 

 Sometimes we have to 

change without even 

understanding that we need 

something new. 

4 Operations 

Management 2 
  Employees do not resist. 

 It’s hard to tell, but a few 

months as each new tools 

replaces an older one 

gradually. 

 

 

Table 3.2.2 Employees’ Resistance to change. UK-A Electronics 

# Company Employees Resistance 

 UK-A 

Electronics 

YES NO 

 Interviewee What are the reasons? How often are changes made? 

1 IT developer 2  yes because introducing new 

technologies usually means changing 

of work patterns and habits 

 

2 Finance 2  Mid-level employees with a specific 

expertise will not, as they have to 

adopt new practices or skills. 

 Upper level management will not 

change at all. As long as the company 

is profitable they won’t. Plus age is 

factor too. 

 Low level employees will 

change easily. 

 Technology related 

positions will change 

easily. 

 Young people will change 

easily. 

3 IT Network 

Management 1 
 There are always some people that 

want to stick to the way they are used 

to work. 

 New digital tools are really 

easy to adopt and use when 

there is the proper training 

and documentation process 
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  Any new change or tool suggested, 

might bring confusion or sometime to 

adjust with its functionality. 

which applies to my 

company. 

 So some employees are 

happy to adopt new tools 

and practices. 

4 Operations 

Management 1 
 Older high level Management will 

resist as they do not want to learn new 

tools and techniques. 

 Low level and Mid-level 

management will not resist. 

Will accept it. 

 

Table 3.2.3 Employees’ Resistance to change. UK-C Electronics 

# Company Employees Resistance 

 UK-C 

Electronics 

YES NO 

 Interviewee What are the reasons? How often are changes made? 

1 IT developer 4  Employees that usually resist either 

from laziness or 

 Because they do not see the value in 

the new tools.  

 Another reason is that superiors didn’t 

insist enough in using the new tool, 

and the idea eventually faded away 

 

2 Finance 3   I believe it is mandatory to 

adopt any new digital tool, 

as you need to learn and 

adapt to nowadays 

requirements. Even older 

people take part in seminars 

and other in order to follow 

the digital reality. 

3 IT Network 

Management 3 

  In the IT field adopting new 

tools, technologies and 

practices is normal for both 

employees & the owners. 

Everyone expects changes 

and will encourage changes 

if they see one that brings 

value 

4 Operations 

Management 3 
 I believe the majority of the 

employees in the company that are 

more than 40 years old. So they are 

more difficult to change. 

 Upper level management I believe is 

not going to change. 

 New people are hired if any new 

feature is required and a job position 

is needed. 
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Table 3.3.1 Company’s’ Reluctance to change. UK-K Electronics 

# Company Company reluctant to adopt new technological advances. 

 UK-K 

Electronics 

YES NO 

 Interviewee What are the reasons? How much will it cost 

1 IT Developer 3  It is reluctant yes, because you need 

really specific things from a software 

that integrate with your own software 

and you cannot just settle with a 

mediocre product. I would not know 

the cost for the addition of a new 

digital tool, but I believe that it costs a 

lot 

 

2 Finance 1   No I do not think that we are 

reluctant to adopt new tools. 

 I cannot disclose that but keep 

in mind that we are a software 

company, several tools that we 

are using are developed by us. 

So not a lot. 

 

3 IT Network 

Management2 
 As for big changes or when a new 

customer comes in and we need really 

make very small and careful steps. As 

money might be lost or worse. 

Information details of transactions. 

 Because of the risks sometimes we 

don’t really make big changes. We 

upgrade features of tools. 

 We add new features to our 

applications all the time. 

 We build those ourselves 

most of the time. 

 If needed to buy something 

new. I can only assume it is 

expensive. 

 For example. Subscription 

for 5 accounts. In a Linux 

Operating system we 

bought was >3000$ a 

month. For only 5 people. 

And it is necessary until we 

build our own. 

4 Operations 

Management 2 

  Such an investment is one 

of the main priorities of the 

company due to its 

international trading nature 

of work. 

 

Table 3.3.2 Company’s’ Reluctance to change. UK-A Electronics 

# Company Company reluctant to adopt new technological advances. 

 UK-A 

Electronics 

YES NO 

 Interviewee What are the reasons? How much will it cost 
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1 IT developer 2  Price and problems with the 

Implementation to the current 

infrastructure. 

 

2 Finance 2  But due to the size of the company 

big radical changes I believe are 

difficult as a lot of money and 

expertise might be required. 

 I don’t think it’s reluctant 

to adopt new digital tools. 

How often? I don’t know. 

 As we are a big company 

and changes are made 

gradually so to us there is 

no significant immediate 

change. 

3 IT Network 

Management 1 

  I don’t think it is. 

 But I’m not aware of the 

budget or the quantity of 

the digital tools adopted or 

created for the company. 

 Some of them are also 

created internally by us the 

engineers to solve problems 

that reflect to our job tasks. 

4 Operations 

Management 1 
 I do not have an answer for this. I 

assume they are not reluctant as they 

would change for a big customer. 

 

 

Table 3.3.3 Company’s’ Reluctance to change. UK-C Electronics 

# Company Company reluctant to adopt new technological advances. 

 UK-C 

Electronics 

YES NO 

 Interviewee What are the reasons? How much will it cost 

1 IT developer 4   I don’t think it’s reluctant. 

 I do not know the prices of 

tools bought. 

 We build our own tools 

usually though. 

2 Finance 3   I don’t see my company 

reluctant. I believe most of 

companies that resist 

digitization are small and 

most employees are old. 

New companies are based 

on digitalization and we 

have to keep up with the 

competition at any time. 

3 IT Network 

Management 3 

  In my department we are 

not reluctant, just in the last 

2 months we adopted 3 new 

software for our disposal 

because of major network 
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change due to IPV6, and 

today they are used on a 

daily basis. 

 But I this is background 

technologies. And other 

people might not see them 

in practice as a major 

change.  

 

4 Operations 

Management 3 
 Yes, due to size and field of expertise.  Security features are 

changing frequently. 

 Digital security I know it’s 

expensive but I have no 

idea about further budget. 

 I would not disclose them 

either way. 

 

 

 

4. Have you any know ledge of companies in your sector that failed or lagged behind with 

regards to digital transformation?  

Table 4.1.1 Historical Information on failing DT attempts. UK-K Electronics 

# Company   

 UK-K 

Electronics 

Yes No 

 Interviewee What happened to them? What do you think will happen to 

them? 

1 IT Developer 3   It would be phased out 

eventually. 

2 Finance 1  Several Companies in our 

sector fall behind but not much 

compare to the market 

benchmark.  

 Let’s keep in mind that in the 

software industry a company 

that may fall behind in 

digitalization may be standing 

at the doorstep of their end. 

Companies that fail to keep up 

to speed with the rest of the 

market tend to be absorbed by 

their industry. 

 

3 IT Network 

Management2 
 I know a competitor that failed 

to change for technological 

reasons. I cannot speak about it 

a lot. But they lost their major 

 I believe they will fail. In my 

field of expertise though I believe 

there are other reason that do not 

technically classify as digital 
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client because someone 

introduced a better product. 

 They still exist as a company 

but they went from 3 Floors 

Company to a 3 rooms 

business. 

 

transformation changes that will 

make companies like mine fail. 

 The market moves forward. 

Everyone has to move forward. 

4 Operations 

Management 2 

  It simply couldn’t operate at all, 

or be always behind of schedule. 

As mentioned above, its nature of 

work is international. 

 

 

 

Table 4.1.2 Historical Information on failing DT attempts. UK-A Electronics 

# Company   

 UK-A 

Electronics 

Yes No 

 Interviewee What happened to them? What do you think will happen to 

them? 

1 IT developer 2   Couldn’t compete with rival 

companies and will get eventually 

get overshadowed 

2 Finance 2   Most likely missed on 

performance improvement. 

3 IT Network 

Management 1 

  Since the competition is high, I 

think they would fall behind and 

lose any extra profit that could 

have earned.  

 

4 Operations 

Management 1 

  No idea about it. 

 

Table 4.1.3 Historical Information on failing DT attempts. UK-C Electronics 

# Company   

 UK-C 

Electronics 

Yes No 

 Interviewee What happened to them? What do you think will happen to 

them? 

1 IT developer 4   The company would eventually 

reach a point where it is not 

completive in its sector.  

 Too many human resources 

would be wasted on things that 

could be automated. 
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2 Finance 3   I don’t believe that nowadays this 

company (UK-C) will have future 

without digital transformation. 

3 IT Network 

Management 3 
 Yes, the Software Industry is 

very lagging behind in general. 

By Software Industry I mean 

the industry which is connected 

to providing service and 

products to other companies. 

 Publications are very old, there 

are not many conferences, and 

there has been really small 

changes over the past decade in 

the methods. Companies mostly 

make the same services faster 

and shinier. MS office is a great 

representation. From 2003 to 

2016 edition only the extension 

of the file has changed. And the 

skin of the product. 

 These companies will fail 

against the rest of the Market. 

Will lag behind. (I don’t mean 

Microsoft but other companies 

doing the same things.) 

 

4 Operations 

Management 3 

  I have no specific company in 

mind but I can assume that as in 

all markets the one that is in front 

in terms of technological features 

is the one that will eventually be 

the market leader. 

 

5. Does your organization have any strategy that on how to deal with digital transformation? 

Table 5.1.1 Organizational strategy on DT. UK-K Electronics 

 Company   

 UK-K Electronics   

    

# Interviewee Strategy Which areas of your business have 

the greatest need? 

1 IT Developer 3  We request digital 

transformation from our 

customers. 

 We are leading company to 

our specialization and we 

want our customers to 

change with us. 

 None that I can think of. 

2 Finance 1  We have e-learning, training 

sessions, seminars, boot 

 I believe we have more than 

we need. 
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camps, online career 

progression, internally 

developed software manuals, 

and some of our employees 

are also taking courses 

funded by the company. 

3 IT Network 

Management2 
 If we need anything new that 

is important for our tasks, 

we get it or build it. 

 

 No specific area. We are very 

up to date in everything. 

4 Operations 

Management 2 
 The company has a strong 

board of consultants as well 

as a strong team of IT. 

 But not any strategy I know 

of. 

 Communication. 

 

Table 5.1.2 Organizational strategy on DT. UK-A Electronics 

 Company   

 UK-A Electronics   

    

# Interviewee Strategy Which areas of your business have 

the greatest need? 

1 IT developer 2  Yes there is a procedure that 

must be followed to ensure if 

a business change can or 

should be made. 

 Areas that need to perform a 

lot of repetitive and manual 

work that can be avoided with 

the implementations of new 

technologies. 

2 Finance 2  I’m not aware of it.  The moment an area starts 

facing problems, it should 

change. 

 I have nothing in mind for our 

company. 

3 IT Network 

Management 1 
 I don’t know if the company 

has a strategy on how to deal 

with digital transformation. 

That is something that is 

handled by managers etc. 

 Customer satisfaction 

 Sales department 

4 Operations 

Management 1 
 I do not know about any 

change strategies my 

company might have. 

 All area need new digital tools.  

 From my experience, many 

times the decision got delay 

because we do not have 

updated information or 

  In time knowledge we have to 

go back to all actors to check 

with them the subject. 

 

Table 5.1.3 Organizational strategy on DT. UK-C Electronics 
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 Company   

 UK-C Electronics   

    

# Interviewee Strategy Which areas of your business have 

the greatest need? 

1 IT developer 4  Not that I know of 

 But I believe we will act fast 

in case we need change. 

 I believe we have everything 

we need. 

2 Finance 3  There is a specific digital 

department, which tries to 

find innovative ideas and 

pleasant ways to bring closer 

to digitalism. 

 Administration people are a bit 

difficult to get to. Many 

standard procedures. 

3 IT Network 

Management 3 
 We don’t have a strategy 

regarding this topic. If there 

is a need to change then 

there might be a strategy. 

 Business Administration is 

lagging behind a bit compared 

to the other fields in our case. 

4 Operations 

Management 3 
 We are already digital 

enough in my company. And 

we have a constant 

improvement strategy which 

I do not know if it is a digital 

transformation strategy. 

 I can’t think any area in my 

work that requires change at 

the moment. 

 If it works we don’t have to 

change it. 

 

Table 5.2.1 Employees’ tendency to change. UK-K Electronics 

 Company  

 UK-K Electronics  

# Interviewee Do you believe that the employees of your company are ready to change? 

1 IT Developer 3  Yes, always. 

2 Finance 1  As aforementioned, we change all the time and are willing to change 

all the time. 

3 IT Network 

Management2 
 Yes. We exist because we are always ready to change. Not only as a 

company but also as Network Security Designers. We have to always 

be up to date.  

 A big part of our product, providing security, is changing. 

4 Operations 

Management 2 
 Yes but only with a proper training. 

 

Table 5.2.2 Employees’ tendency to change. UK-A Electronics 

 Company  

 UK-A Electronics  

# Interviewee Do you believe that the employees of your company are ready to change? 

1 IT developer 2  I believe there are but only for small changes to their usual work 

pattern. 

2 Finance 2  Yes, I do. 
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3 IT Network 

Management 1 
 In my department though, people always welcome new tools and 

technologies that help them in daily basis. They are constantly 

thinking of new automation and innovative tools to make their life 

easier and to simplify the tasks. 

4 Operations 

Management 1 
 If the company has a clear strategy to change and will invest. Of 

course the employee are ready to changer. Here I talking about the 

employees in the same my level. Mid-level and low-level employees 

 

 

Table 5.2.3 Employees’ tendency to change. UK-C Electronics 

 Company  

 UK-C Electronics  

# Interviewee Do you believe that the employees of your company are ready to change? 

1 IT developer 4  Yes they are. 

2 Finance 3  As I said, they will change as they cannot exist in any other way. 

3 IT Network 

Management 3 
 Yes, they are. 

4 Operations 

Management 3 
 I believe that if the company requires any huge change, it will create a 

strategy that will help change the company to the desired state. 

 But it will be difficult and it has not happened as long as I am here at 

least. 

 


